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ABSTRACT

vi

Hatfield, Loretta M. M.S., Purdue University, December
1974. Development of a Child DeveloRment Family Labora7
tory: An Experimental Project.
Major Professor: Florence G. Kerckhoff. '

C
In the fall of 1971, the Child Development Labora-

r,

tories of the Child Development .and Family Life Depart-
.

ment at Purdue University added a new laboratory,.,The

Family Laboratory, to its program. It enrolled families

and individuals to xaksesent the variety of ages and

stages throughout the,life'cycle. Through supervised

programming, opportunities were provided for young chil-

dren to participate isn activities and learning experi-

ences with babies, school age children, adolescents,

adults who were single, married, parents and grandpar--

ents. -Eqbipment, room arrangement, structure and sche-

dules were modified to accommodate the different age

levels and interest groups.

Evaluation of the project was based upon scheduled

parent conferences, student teacher Conferences and in-

formal interviews and conversations with parents, teach-

ing assistants, student teachers, fellow teachers, and

interested colleagues. Mid-year and end-of-the-year

questionnaires were sent to participating families in

7
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order to determine their reaction to the total program,

and their involvement in it.

The rational for the creation of such a program

came from diverse sources such as the 1970 White House

Conference on Children, Erik Erikson, The,1966 United

States Policies Commission Report, Urie Branfenbrenner,

Vance Packard, Rubin and Kirkendall, Annie Butler and

Time.
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INTRODUCTION

The Child Development LaboratoHes of the Child

Development and Family Life' Department at Purdue Univer-'

sity were designed to provide opportunities for under

graduate and graduate students to learn about the growth,
0

odevelopment, and behavior of yqung aildrn between the
o.

ages of birth and five years. ,These.-labOratgnies, while

serving both research and service purposes, were designed

fprimarily.to provideobServation=and participation with

young children by ,students seeking professional careers

in 4 variety of early childhood :edcational settings.

In the fall of V971', a new laboratory, the Family Labora-.

tbry, was added to these progrms. It enrolled families

and individuals representing a variety of .ages'and stages

throughout the life cycle from infancy through older

adulthood f,(Kerckhoff, 1971).
,

The rationalization for the creation of a program

of Ws nature-cpmes from diverse sources.

1970 White House Conference on Children:

We must change our national way of life so that
children are'nolonger isolated from the rest
of society. We call upbn all our institutions
--public and private--to initiate and expand 'pro-
`grams that will bring adults back into the lives
of children and children back into the lives of
adults (Bronfenbrenner, 1970).

9



"Erik Erikson:

. LI can think of life as progressi vely un-
foldlin.g, with its directions essentially. fixed.
in the first few years .bywhat happens between
'the 'child and his parents (Coles, 19.70).

1970 White House Conferenceon Children:

People together, the young an d the old, relat-
.

ing to one another, giVing and taking, working
and;building-togeth^r is the story ,of the"
human family. . (Bronfenbrenner, 1970).'

Catherine E. .Grissom:

. . . we have been guilty of trying to wor
with the child without .includtng the fam4'1
We have tried to know hini, .without knowing is
mother', father, sib.lingis, grandparents (G- issom,
-1971).

The 1966 United States Policies 'CoMMiSsi n Report:

. experience indicates thatsekposure to a
.wide `variety of activities and a1 and,men--
tal interactions with children and"zdul s great-
ly enhance a chilcP's ab4litY. to learn ( 'an der
Eyken, 1967). ,

Laurence K. Frank:

Perhaps, the most difficult' leaTning co fronting,
the child is -conderr$d with his inte.rp rsonal
relations;.with adults, and esocialy with
other children; youn'ger and older ( Frank, 1968).

Leonard S. Kenworthy:

. . . children need to be exposed ea ly to the
wide variety of people in our county . Their
lives can be enriched bylsuth col-Jiro Cation
with others ,( Kenworthy, 1968).

And, finally,

1970 White House. Conference on Children:

It is primarily through observing, playing,
and working with.others older and ounger than
himself that a child discovers bot what he

10



° can do and who he can 1:,com4, that he develops
both hiss ability an his identity. And it is
primarily through exposure and int,eracti-on with
adults and children`of different ages that a
child acquire's new int,lerests and and
,learns the meaning of tolerance, coope'rtiorf,
and conipassion .(Bronfenbrenner,

T,he Family Laboratorl, was planned' specifically to

provide opporttunities for young children to participate

in activities and learning experiences with babies,

school age children, adolescents, adults who are single,

married,--parents, and grandparents.

It's natural; for people 'of all ages' to b'e-to-
gether, they should be together and when they-
are braughtftogether even in the...cc:0d world af
deadlines. . . it's a pleasant enjoyable experi-,,
ence- -and really 'no big thing.' It''s only a'
'big thing' if we don't 'do it . . . (Peters,

ti

tL%
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REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Literature direCtly related to a pr6ject such as

The Family Laboratory is apparently, at the time of this

writing, nonexistent. The writer has, therefore, chosen
.

to select supportive evidence from related topics.: name-

Some Basic Needs of Children and Par,ents, Communica-

tion, Parent Involvement, Fathers and their Role. in the

Lives of Young Children, as well as Mixed'Age Groubing,

and to pursue these subjects individually as the

tainto this project.

Some Basic Needs of Children and Parents

The living pattern of society in America today

tends to order ?eople on the basis of race, ethnic ori-

gins, socioeconomics and age. Children seldom encounter
o

those different from themselves and their immediate fam-

ilyi(Frazie, 1968). .sadly enough, meaningful encounters

with members of their own family may even be'extremely
.1%

'limited. Erik H. Erikson is.quoted as stating that he

sees many of us as "belittling the very real efforts of

'1 our children.to stand alongside us . . , (Coles, 1970)."

In a speech Olivered to The Child Care Conference of the

Natio0a1 Organization Of Women in 1971,. Thomas R. Peters

12
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cites phrase of Professor Urie Bronfenbrenner " . .

Children in Arilerica today are sysIemattcally prOgrammed

out of the lives of adults . . . children and,-families

come last in this country (Peters, 19711." In certain'

primitivecultures youngsters work side by side with

their mothers and fathers, becoming the)r allies and .com-
:.

panions; while maintaining their role as childreq:

Erikson continues, "In contrast, what we often do is

give our children a lavish make-believe world whose ab-
.

surd irrelevance they easily detect. (Coles, 1970)." A

wide variety of.societal forces has contributed to thi-s

stratification Orits members and at the same' time

Ale)(ander Frazier, editor of Early Childhood Educaiiqn.

TodaI, contends that because the young child has been re-

moved from a direct contact with basic life processes he

is being denied the range of phenomena which would .per-

mit him a natural opportunity to gain understanding of

the world in which he must liVe (Frazier, 1965). It is

through work and play with other children, through games

and projects, in shared responsibilities with par nts,

adults, and other children, youmer and older, t at a

-child develops skills, motives'and qualities-of harac-

ter that will enable him to live a liefe that is gratify-
,.

ing both to himself and those around hiril (Bronfenbrenner,

1970)-

1.3
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It is undeniable that the family itself is a very

vital and important part of the life experience of any'

individual and the relationships a child has within the

family affects the way he rflac.ts to, people throughout

his life (Worth, 1972). Hochstein reports in an inter-

view with child psychiatrist Robert Coles; "Middle-

class children who are ignored or treated mechanically

develop the same feelings and desolation that poor chil-%

dren experience. And anger follows (Hochsteih,1973)."

0

"There is evidence that the so-called 'generatiOn gap'

is enhanced by lack of opportunities for individuals of

different ages to be together at,the same time in the

same place (Kerckhoff, 1971)" The child is not an empty

slate on which adults make one permanent mark after an-

other, bad or good-. But individual development is an ex-
.

tremely complex process hence i,t cannot be denied that

the kind of relationships a .child has within the'family

structure is crucial. Clark.E. Vincent describes the

middle-class parents has having been,"indoctrinated with

-the notion that unless they are obtuse, evil, or stupid-.

it is possible to rear the perfect child (Vincent, 1972)."

This kind of:pressure. on parents .results in feelings of

guilt, for their failure to meet unrealistic expectations.

If we accept the psychological dictum that the
'frightened or insecure child needs not less
but more emotional support, understanding, and
love, and if parents are peopleotoo, then it

14
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should be readily apparent that the parents of
today need not less but more support, encourage,
Ment, and self-confidence (Vincent,. 1972).

Similarly, it can be concluded that the child's de-

pendency i only half of the story of 'human relatedness

an'd need (Coles, 1970). The decrease in the number of

extended families has practically eliminated multiple

mothering-and has placed a tremendous burden on the

mother as the primary and Often the only adult truly re-

sponsible for the child (Frazier, 1968). Dr. Philip G.

Zimbardo, Stanford University research psychologist,

stresses the "need to recapture our dwindl-ing sense of

community." M6rriage counselor Dr. Paul Popenoe traces

marital problems to "social vkgrancyi high mobility, and

lack of family ties.:' The impact of this uprooting of

American families is further emphasized by anthr'opol'o-

gist Margaret Mead's findings that the probability that

a woman will, suffer depresOonsafter,thtldbirth As,di-t,

rectly proportional to tie distance from female rela-

tives or friends. We tank of our "Affluent Society"

and our "Free'Society" but in reality we are the 'Cold

Society. " Lack of membership in a group produces a

lonely man who will in turn bring up children
A

lowered svial capacity says George Nomans, Harvard

soctologist (Packard, 1972).

Erik H. Erikson proclaims " , we have within us

not only what we are .buf.what we were'and what we hope

-15
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to be or fear becoming (Coles, 1970)." And all of this

affects not only the'life of one person but the lives

of each with whom he has contact with those who are most

affected being the members of his immediate family. Se-

curity within the family is certainly a primary need

(Hoffman, 1966) and unless'we make an effort to change

today's world where parents are pressured by a society

which does not allow time or place for active involve-

ment of adults and children together (Bronfenbrenner,

1970) then we need to, be prepared to deal with thee prob-

lems, this kind of society creates.

Communication

Teachers of young children notably gather together;

all sorts of tools, scraps ofwood and other interesting

odds and ends to provide the youngsters with materials

to build. James L. Hymes, Jr. speaks of teachers them-
,

selves, building--building bridges to span the gap that

has developed between home and school (Madera, 1969).. A

. basic construction material for this sort of bridge

building task is communication for it is "the key to

building. understanding, trust°and mutual helpfulness

(Otto, 1969)." between the two most important instjeu-

tons in the young child's

Through communication the teacher can provide valu-

able help to parents in unOrstawding their child and in

16
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improving relations with tile child (Todd & Heffernan,

1964) but in order to have this kind of insight requires

knowing the child and to know the child one must 'know

his family. "A teacher cannot understand a child's be-

havior until he learns the' parent's attitude (Weaver,

1968)" and she/he is not dealing with a group of identi-

cally endowed receptors.(Gue, 1969) but unique combina-

tionS of individuals which can perhaps be best illus-

trated by a modification of Catherine thillman's "Parent-

Teacher-Child Triangle Cluster" (Chillman, 1971).

ZAter.t.: -

Clearly, for each family there is a sepayate triangle

which must fit into the whole which is the Classroom.

The,challeng _this conglomel-atiop affords the teacher

is irnquestionable and consequently, admilting the pri-

ority of the teacher -child interaction, he one-to'-one

communication -between teacher and parent is often neg.-

lected. This is unfortunate for skillful communication

with parents is potentially as)mpo'riantas that with.

the children themselves (Frederick, 1969).

17
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The parent seeks from the teacher information for

which he has no other source--a reliable picture of the

child as he comes to grips with the expectations of the

school and how he functions in a setting with his peers

(Quill, 1969). Parents deserve reassurance and help

from this influential stranger who plays such 'an impor-

tant role in the social, emotional, and intellectual de-

ve'lopment of their offspring (Quill, 1969). Utually

parents' attitudes are positive and they posethe ques-

tions that accompany theirs desire for good up-to-date

programs (Otto, 1969). After all, they do have a finan-

cial investment in'the school (Holmes, 1969) but at the

same time they ha've much more than dollars to give to

the school. Their knowledge.of the child is often in7

valuable in providing the teacher with insight and.can-

sequent direction (Quill; 1969). In,the-'December 1971

issue of ChildAood Education, one finds an article by

David P. Weikart entitled "Learning through Parents:

Lessons for Teachers," where he perdicts that I:. if

the teacher will be patient, the mother will teach her

how to proceed (Weikart, 1971)."

The benefits of reciprocal communication are many.

Parental interest in the preschool-group and
pleasant home conversation about what,goes on
at school are indispepsible factors in.a happy
experience for, children (Todd :& Heffernan,
1964).

18
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Parents delight in hearing the enjoyable de-
tails regarding achievements, interests, dif-
ficulties and perplexities which their child

-"might not think to relate (Weaver, 1968).

For the degree to which we teachers use pupil
aril parent clues to develop a program and to
adapt our role to meet the individual's needs,
to that extent the child profits . . . and we
can conclude that to that extent teachers and
parents profit too (Jackson, 1969).

Acknowledging the need for parents and teachers to

meet on the bridge of communication for the good of chil-

dren, as was so aptly suggested by:Hymes (Madena, 1969),

one must then explore the means to best facilitate this

goal. Webster defines communication as "intercourse by

words, letters, or messages; interchange of thoughts and

opinions." Although brief, this definition seems to of-

fer much diversity in creative methods of "keeping in

touch." There.are interviews which are natural, easy-

talking-to.gether times between teachq:apdparent

(Weaver, 1968) as opposed to confereneeS t;/hic4-1.are plan-

anascheduled. In a report on the Infant School in-

New Rochelle, New York, the staff suggests some form of

frejoquent reporting as well as a lending library of cur-

rent books on childhood education for the parent's use

(Grade Teacher, 1969). "Still another good technique--

ia:very simple one, not used nearly as commonly as it

should be--is a.Teacher's Newsletter, a weekly or bi-

weekly.report to parents: A teachers' 'State of the-

19
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Union' message but more frequently (Hymes, 1968)." Gue

also cites the newsletter as a meaningful vehicle to

convey information to parents. Many contacts may be

simply a word in the hall or at the classroom door, a

hastily scribbled note or the printing of the child's

story about his picture Or painting (Frederick, 1969).

Wall suggests that ". . . good feelings are most likely

to thrive and grow-when there are frequent face-to-face

contacts (Wall, 1968)." Other possible avenues are bul-

letin boards, observations, participation, telephone con-

ferences and parent meetings. Although the traditional

school-based meeting can still be an effective tool,

rapidly gaining in popularity is the home visit (Gue,

1969). Nothing demonstrates more clearly the'schoOl's

acknowledgment that,the 'home is, in fact, an important

learningenvironment than.tedchers visiting the home

(Conant, 1971). Parents who'have received reassurance

that the school is sincerely interested in partnership,

who have enjoyed casual and friendly contacts through

notes, brief, meetings, newsletters, telephone conversa-

tions. and parent meetings, etc., turn naturally to. the

teaching staff for consultation when the need arises

1969).

The parent conference is a tool par excellence' in

communication with parentS (Grisson, 1971) but one which

requires a great deal of skill on the part of the teacher.
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Jenkins advises that parents bring their individuality

to the parent conference and that ". . . until the teach-

er knows the parents as individuals and is sensitive to

and willing to accept their individuality, then it will

be difficult to establish any clear communication be-

tween them (Jenkins, 1969). Even then meaningful dia-

logue needs to be cultivated in a pleasant atmosphere

where the teacher is not viewed as an authority figure
4

(Quill, 1969). A parent's ready acquiescence may be

only a polite, external veneer, masking a real lack of

'communication between teacher and parents (Jenkins, 1969).

"Communication becomes a soliloquy if teachers

assume that they are to be 'The Great Dispensers' or

'The Major Dispensers" of the pertinent,-4-tO7date in-

formation (Jackson, 1969)." A well retelvedtec4hie

is one in which the teacher approaches the parent With the

question, 'What can we do?" Implied here is that a s,uc-

cessful interview or conference requires-sOmethin,gAtber

than a monologue. The teacher should,,in fact, be pia,e

pared to do-a great deal 6f ljstening during the confer-

ence to encourage observations of the child by the par-
_

ent (Frederick, 1969). "More can be learned from one

. parent conference than froM. hours of classroom observa-

tion. ,.13ut,we need to listen beyond words .(Grissom,

1971)."

21
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"Mark Twain once said, 'The difference between the

just right word and the almost right word is the differ-

encebetween lightening and the lightening bug' (Headley,

1969)." Neith Headley advances that the just right un-

spoken word and the almost right unspoken word is equal-

ly divergent. Observing young children can do a great

deal to teach us about the impact of this so-called

"silent communication" which reaches far beyond the

spoken word. Watch the reaction of a preschooler as he

walks through the classroom-door. The effect of the un-

spoken greeting reveals itself. A warm smile or simply

a.nodof recognition from the teacher makes the child

feel- positive about himself. A glare or no greeting at

all leaves him feeling small and insignificant (Headley,

1950. A child lacks the equipment and experience_nec-

essary to form,an accurqte picture of htmself, so his

only guide is the reactions of others_ to him and he pas-

sively accepts these judgments, which are- communicated_by
,

words, gestures, and deeds. These self attitudes,'-

learned early in his life, are carried with him forever

(Harris, 1970). The effect of facial expressions and

'sincerity are further characterized by these_quotes of

children:

Child to teacher:, "Why Flo you smile all the
time?- Everything ain't so
funny."

2 '2!
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And another child: "Mother, don't do tha-f! Smile
real; not toy."

(Headley, 1969)

Erik Berne observed that as you watch people..you can see
0

them change, before your eyes through facial expressions'

and gestures. An example he used was the father whose

face turns to stone in response to his son's disagree-

ment with his opinion (Harris, 1970).

We need to expand our existing techniques,as well

as directing imagination and creative energy toward new

channels of communication between parents and'the class-

room (Gue, 1969) and work diligently..to develop a con -

stant awareness of the effect we are,having; consciously

or unconsciously, on others.

Parent Involvement

Annie L. Butler reports in her review of recent re-

search in early childhood education that ". . ..mo.re at-

tention must be paid to-,the values to be derived through

parent involvement in early childhood education (Butler,

1971)." In support of this view one finds that practi-

cally all of the experimental programs include parental

involvement (Butler, 1971). In his discussion Of the im-

portanLe of parental att,ifudesiii relation to.sex educa-
.

tion, Lester Kirkendall (1971) points out thineffective-

ness of educating children apart fripM adults and it is
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the author's opinion that this inefjfectiveness extends
t

beyond the area of sex education to include education in

its broader sense.

Neither the school nor the child development cen-

ter can accomplish alone what the school and parents

can do-together is a team; one sU plementing the other,

one backing up the other, both working in the same direc-

tion (Hymes, 1969). Reports of success from various pro-

grams of this,nature such as the Mother's Training Pro-

.gram at the University of Iltinois, Parent and Child Cen-

ters, the Office of' Education Day Care Center fn Washing-

ton, D.C., and the Bereiter-Englemann experiment are ap-
f

pearing in recent literature. Hymes (1968) reiterates

that brihging the parents into the clas-Sroom as program

aides and participants is an excellent approach.. Others

too ,believe in the. 'premise that parents belong in the

classroom and this conviction is,being reinforced by the

inclusion of pareKt involvement as a "mandatory ingre-

dient.of Federal Head Start Programs (Unger, 1968)."

Parents play a very important role in Head Start

and consequently they feel that they have a real stake

.tn both the program and the center. Too many schools

go their own way, settling for one badly attended parent

meeting a mot-1,th as the full extent of their home-sc,00l

relationships (Hymes, 196g). ContrariTj,from t-h-e

fOrnia*State Board of°Education Task Torce on Early

24
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Childhood Education ames,the reque'st for a master plan
1

to be submitted by each 'local school district in order

to:
,

meet the needs of the children to be'served in which

parents must -bd'incIuded [Italits mine].'The Calffornia'

plan will offer individualizetfon, with parents.,liolun7, -

teers, aide s, and older students workin under the di-.
,

rection of ,the teadheri. Th i group,stresgps that their
.

1

Ideas are not .new bA tuthey believe he time has came.''to

stop talking andstart doing (Riles, 1972).. Execuvt'ive'
I 2

director of the Child 'Welfare Leagud of Arlirica, Inc.,
1

Joseph,. R. Reid,-describes a congressional bi11 being tn-
1 ' . _,

.

t.roduced by Rep.. Brademus in which there would be .. . . .

-4.

specialized sacial 'services designed to. . involve

parentS.T.n.the development,:. . direci.partici-

pation in .development,, conduct and overall program direc-

tcion by 'parents . . [and.] partici'pa'tion activities

designed to assist-parents in meeting their family re-.

sponsibilities ,(Reid,,1976}."

'Fram the point of view of parent education,.it ls

indeed desirable to provide opportunity lor parents to

`participate in the pres_cbcol groups their_childrep at-

- -.tend. Through experience in the classroom parents can

receive insights. into. teaching methods and techniques
-.?.K.

such as the effectiveness of-a whispered rrudst or that

2)offeri 1 ..g minimal help encourages the'child toward self-

help (Todd & Heffernan,:1964). In the field of art

, I.

A
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misguided adults often hinder the production of what the

individual child feels,and believes is his own by en-
.

couraging the copying of.models or the following of a

set pattern (Frank, 1968) Parents in the classroom are

able to observe with the teachr's guidance-how-children

41,

resolve problems'and'perPlexities through the -manipula-.

tion of play materials. One of the most salient features

of the ForeFoundation Demonstration and ResearchNursery

Program in New YorkCitY.(1962-66) was the particiPation

(for pa'rets which it was felt helped'make:botn the teach. -

ers and,theHparents more aware'oPkthe indlvidual

needs-and'deficientte's (Feldmann, 1966). A very con--

crete r& ia_lity problem in parent teacher communication. is

the lack of an opportune time for verbal eXchanges.be-

fore or after school or .at.a crowded parent night'where7

as the presence of the parent in the classroom p,rovided

both,relevant bbServatiOns and shared cotmments which,
.7t

if necessary, can be eiaborated.at a later scheduled con-'

ferente. Wilson cites.involvement as "the key to suc-

cessful communication between'school and .home' (Witrsorl,

1969)" and it can,serve- as well as.a key to real parent
14

education:
)

Recent research is supportiVe of,the enthusiasm

being generated for p2rent involvement. If one accepts

tl-he significance of the p-arent as a model it follows that

". . any appreciable enduring change made in the child
Yt
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can be affected only through an appreciable enduring .

change in the persons most intimately associated with

the child on a day-to-day basis. This research supiollies

the basis for the involvement of parents in many early

childhood programs. (Butler,1971)."'

There has also been-`an increasing awareness of the

role of the parent in the child's education as shown by

the Hess et al. (1970) analysis of'parental invol'vement

in early education:. The educational role played by par-

ents is being re-assessed and, clearly, there,, is a link-

age between the nature' of the parent/child interaction

and certain aspects of the 'chlld's-intellectual develop-

Rent (Schaefer, 1972).

The accumulating evidence suggests that par -
ents have great influence,upon the behavior
of their children, particularly intellectual
and academic achievement, and that program
which teach parents skills in educating their
children are effective . . . for preschool
education (Schaefer, 1972).

In 1964 Douglas completed ,a longitudinal study'-of ability

and educational attainment using approximately 5000 chil-,

drn born in 1946 in England,. Scotland and Wales. To de-

te'rmine the influence of the home vs. the school he

measured parental interest by ,the frequenc1of visits.

The variation in the children's test scares revealed a

higher relevance to the variation in degree of parent in-

terest than variation in the quality of the school

27
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(Schaefer, 197,2). In the book Children Come First (Amer-

ican Heritage Press, 1971) written by Casey and Lisa

Murrow, a young American husband and wife team who
v I

visited forty primary schools in England during 1969-
.0

1970, there is also a pertinent comparative analysis of

the role of parental involvement in childrWs learning

(Cohen, 1971).

Sometimes .a child-is forced to live in two sepa-

rate worlds: the world of home and the world of school.

.'. Fortunately, in many com munities this dichotomy is dis-

appearing-because home and school, teacher and parent,

are working together (Berson, 1959). cin-Ee theyoung

child is still extremely dependent on his home and family

, perhaps it is unrealistic to think of his education apart

from his parents (Pitcher et al., 1966) and the poten-

tialities of parents shoulcLbe nurtured by the school as

the dynamic and important assets which they are (Wall,

1968). Krs. Alberta Loftin, director of the jiereiter

Engelmann program in the Ocean Hill-.Brownsville section

of Brooklyn says that in their experience ". . . involv-

ing the parents is good for tfte children and good for

the school. . . it gives everybody astake in the learn-

ing program and helps assure that our work' is responsive

to real needs (Bereiter -Eng 1Mann, 1969)." This shift

in attitudes toward the home/school relationship promises

that better rapport is in the making.

28
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The problem facing the administration or teaCher

once it is agreed that the program will solicit or at

.least welcome parent involvement is that of implementa-

tion. -It is unusual to find a totally disinterested

parent (Pitcher.' et al., 1966) but'it is extremely imr-

portant that once involved in the program the parents

are made to feel that their views are important and

' that they have soMething to contribute (Holmes: 1969).

'The teacher might find it helpful totake a parent sur-

vey early in the school year to reveal possible,talents

the parents might have to share (Frederick, 1969).

Dorothy Baruch, as early as 1939, wrote on the.subject

of parent participants. Her ideas included the writing

of a monthly bulletin, taking movie:-pictures, equipment

repair, making doll clothes as well as planning and ar-

ranging' transportation for field trips (Baruch, 1939).

Maury School in Richmond, Virginia, cites examples from

their experiences with parent involyement: bringing
.

live pets to the classroom, fixing a discarded steering

wheel to a box for an "automobile," bringing a pumpkin

to help the children make a jack-oilantern, helping with

fieldtrips, and organizing ,picnics (Wall, 1968). Fun ,

and personal-involvement can add extra benefits to a pot

luck dinrer at school with movie or,group. games, an even-

ing Halloween masquerade program, a spring playground

cookout or a familyart night (Wilson, 1969). Each year

2 9
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P
the Poway Unified School District in California expands

their parent participation and then ask themselves re2

flectively why they waited so long to do so. Parents

Kaye become so much a part of the program that they are

not simply adjuncts but, rather, vital ingredients.

(Nielson, 1968).

"When parents-have been, given useful rOles.in,the

school, their contributions have added to the knowledge

of the teachers; thus, programs can -be geared more to

the needs of children (Grissom, 1971)." Parent partici-

pation also -gives children an opportunity to

. . . see their parents in new and positive
roles-, gaining tangible evidence of their=
parents' interest in them and their scho.pl--.
they receive more individual attentionand
see two of the most important adults in their
lives working together for, them (Conant, 1971).

Fathers and their Role in the Lives
of Young Children

So accustomed are we to seeing the mother as
the key person in a child)s life that the
father.has often been neglected, if not
ignored,,by the school (Grissom, 19W1).

A guidebook written by Cynthia Stokes Brown and

Louise C. Brown further emphasizes this point. The

title: Choosing the Best Preschool for your Child:

Mother'S. Primer. Women'g lib leader. Betty.Friedan

adamantly purports that mothers, working or otherwise,

30
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should not have to spend all her time taking care_of the

children. (Daycare, 1970. This idea of separation of

roles has been with us for sO long that one notes with

agreement the point that ". . . though a wifecand mother

is known as a housewife . . . there is no such word, and,

the're should be, to describe the father's role in the

home (Weeks, 1971)." Child psychiatrist Robert Coles,

author of f Children of Crisis, sees the function of a

father as being the same as for a mother--^a little more

blurring of the roles would be all to the d'nod (Hochstein,

1973).." One father who is at home while his wife works

admits discoverin9 many clues about -how to handle'his

sons which have been very useful but mostly he is awe-

ciative of the closeness and understanding that has

grown since caring for his children.

Rubin and Kirkendall, editors of Sex in the COild-

hood Ye'ars, writes:

The early years Of childhood are clearly Criti-
cal years for establishing gender role and for
developing those'attitudes and responses which
are essential for sexual functions in later
years (Rubin A Kirkendall, 1970).

Thirty-six -fifth graders in an upper-middle-class school

were asked: What does it mean to be a father? Their an-

swers sadl'y confirmed that being a father meant "Making

good money and getting a good job . . . Going to work

every morning. Coming home with a headache." This

31
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survey was included in a new book entitled Family Matters

by Dr. Laurencell. Fuchs. He further claims that the
1

father's role has deteriorated in this country (Levin,

1972). It would seem, however, that children and ". .

women are the victims of men's abdication from responsi-

bility (Hochstein, 1973)." In our society economic suci,

cess has become a full-time job (Hochstein, 1973)'. Mean-
,

while, the young child who:has contact with only his

mother and other mother figures'for mt-of his day is

in. fact missing many enriching, stimulating contacts

(Kendall, 1972).

Many children have never seen their. fathers'on the

job .and, even more unfortunately, many dduld-7K4, begin
_ _

to desCribe what it isthat their father does.when he

disappears to "work" each day. "A child with an absent

father, or a non-participating father, is less able to

grow up feeling that he can deal with the working world'

(Hochstein, 1973)." A new book written for preschoolers

and first graders tries to remove some of the mystery.

out of daddies. For example, tells what they do when

they leave for work, what hobbies they like and how in-

finitely many kinds of dads there are in the world (The

Daddy Book by Robert Stewart, American Heritage PreW.

Noting those deficiencies ". . . ft seems particu7

larly appropriate to place young children in situations

where they may relate to adults of both sexes (Kendall,

1972)." In addition_ to having men on the teaching staff,

32
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a preschool center can encourage fathers or community re-

source agents to come in and share their partitcular

skills or occupations with the class. A maximum effort

should be made by the school to have fathers observe and

participate according to their interests, ability, avail-
0 0

ability, and suitability for thetype of school involved.

Altogether too often the father is involved solely
4

in paying the tuition and approving or, disapproving the

progress reports (Todd-!,ii Heffernan, 1964). The dignity

of fatherhood needs to be regained.. Children need expo-

sure to men just as they need to be with. grandiArent fig-

ures, high school and junior-high_students, adults and

children of all ages, races, and ethnic backgrounds
(

(Kendall, 1972).

Mixed Age Grouping

Urie Bronfenbrenner charges thatsCriool--s 4.b-ree

alienation. The child from a nuclear family is sent^to

a nuclear school where he is essentially cut off from the

outside world (Bronfenbrenner, 1972), settled throughout

his formative years in our educa-tional institutions

among replicas of himself until he reaches adulthood.

This form of isolation creates a false barrier which

ignores the premise "children need people in order to be-

come human (Bronfenbrenner, 1972)."
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Child-rearing is something a child can't do
for himself. He needs interaction with adults
and children of different ages if he Is to
learn Iolerance,.cooperation,, compassion
(Bronfenbrenner, 1972). [Italics tifine]

By far, most examples of programs incorporating

multi-age levels within a group are those like Bank

Street Children's Center in New York City where two or

three age groups are found in one, classroom. Of their

twelve classes in 1969, nine oontained children from

two age groups and the other three had children from

three different age groups each (Demonstration School,

1969). The Eveline.Low and Malting'House Schools in.,

England report evidence from their experiences that

young children derive a.stimulus and, as their confi-

dence grows, a sense of friendship from the older,chil-

dren in their groups some of whom might be their broth-

ers and sisters (Van der Eyken, 1967). It was the drop-

out problem in the suburban New York schools that prompt-

ed the establishment there of infant' schools patterned

after those in England. The age range was from five to

ten years and children were grouped both by` age and in

mixed age groups (The Infant School, 1969). Montessoi's-

methoCconsisted of having children from ages three to

six years together. J. McVicker Hunt speculates that

. taking into-account the epigenesis ofo `

ntellectpal

development, such a scheme has the advantage of providing

434
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the younger children with wide variety of models for

imitation. Moreover, it supplies the older children

with an opportunity to help and teach the younger .

helping end teaching contain many of their own rewards

(HeOhincier, 1966)." In the Soviet Union classes "adopt"

other classes.. For example, a third grtde group might

adopt a kindergarten class and escort them to and.from
\

school, read to them, help them with lessons or play

with them (Bronfenbrenner, 1972).

. When Judge Mary Conway Kohler's studies took her

to EurCpe she observed that ndnleScents there,had an op-

portunity to participate in society.at a much earlier'

age than is generally witnessed in the United States.

When she returned it became obvious to her that schools

and families are no longer filling the needs of our chil- .

dren. They_are not provided with opportunities to be

with adults and grasp the satisfaction of work: Our,

complex society with its emphasis on independence does ""

not give adolescents a chance to help out. They aren't

being asked to .care for younger children or elderly

grandparents and these needs are just going .unmet (NCRY).

We ,need to ask how it is. that the young become adults

(CuIeman)." Judge Kohler persuaded some educators,

sociologists and businessmen of her concern 'and the re-

sult was the formation of the National Commission on Re-

sources for Youth (NCRY). NCRY,'s, newest project is

I
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directed at pr'eparing teen-agers to be parents by com-

bining high school courses in parenting along with in-

volvement in local ddy-care ce-nters (NCRY). In a like'

manner, FrederiCk'C. Green, M.D., Associate Chief of the

Children's, Bureau, Office of Child Development., tells us

that their department has launched a new nationwide pro,
42;

gram called Education for Parenthood. One,of its major

objectives is to provide a combined curriculum of class-

room instruction with practical' experience in neighbor-

hood day-care centers and kindergartens. This course

will be tested in 200 public schools during the 1973774
VA

school year (Education for Parenthood): In addition to

combating America's one sided emphasis on youth (Vincent,

1972) programs such as these offer benefits to all in-
.

volved: Society needs the energy of these you,ng people

(NCRY) and these "young people need society.

In the Soviet Union youth and adult meet,at the

shop, factory or business. Groups of children and often

whole classes are adopted by the workers and are invited

to visit them on the job, ee them at work, talk to them°

about their jobs and their lives (Bronfenbrenner, 1972).

Grace M. Iacolucci of the'Milwaukee Public Schools

presents her plea for adult interaction with youth in a

novel way:
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WANTED

Another Tair of helping hands, two kihdly watch-
ful eyes and listening ears, enveloped by one

"willing spirit with an understanding heart. No
special training needed,' but all talents will
be utilized.Ability to give encouragement help-
ful. Eager parents and interested relatives may
apply. Hours flexible; satisfaction guaranteed.
Recompense: involveMent,-renewal, life meaning,
love (Iacolucci, 1968).

In her report on a demonstration project with in-

fants and toddlers at the University of North Carolina

in Green'sboro, Mary Elizabeth Keister observes that they

would like to "innovate" more than they have,at present

in ways to invo:Ore the babies' parents and grandparents

in the life of the nursery center. They: would also. likef

to explore more fully the opportunities for learning and

social development i.n.a mix of age levels in a gr6up.

There must be ways to be more creative in this area if

intelligent efforts would be focused in that direction

(Keis,ter, 1970).

e of the more recent truly innovative programs

comes from Fairhaven College in Bellingham, Washington.

This new project is a federally supported eiperiment'in

multi - generational living called "the Bridge." There

thirty-three adults aged 60 to 80 pay modest fees to

live on campus in a dormitory. which also houses a day-

care center for preschoolers. In addition.to auditing

classes on campus and attendinglectures and'concerts,

the oldsters are also helping out in the day-care center,
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and providing valuable guidance and perspective for

,their young campus neighbors (White-Hair College, 1974).

°.Archibald MacLeish is quoted in.the International Herald

Tribune. (February 4, 1974):

k

WeliVeL, fa-ct, in whpt might be called an
.Fige of Adolescence.. And such a,n age, to bor.:
row Yeats' poignant phrase'in 'Sailing to
Byzantium'..is 'na country for old men.' Old
women eithe.r. (MacLei'Sh, 1974).

s-

, .

It is, true that we no longer lige in Confucian.Chirator

Homeric Greece where an Old man respected hisyears be-

cause mankind thOught youth was bea.utiful but what really

mattered was living =- knowing how to live- -and the old:

man who had lived the'langest was assumed to knoW the

most (MacLeisli;1974;) but progfa4s.like the one at Etair-
.

haven College show us that perhaps one can still look

forward to a productive life aftersixty.

And . .

so it .was'in an exploratory'omood that we set forth on

this experimental prOject, The Family Laboratory, seek-

ing to meet, .in some small way,.the basic needs of chil-

dren and parents, to make an attempt to bridge the com-

munication gap between home and school through various

.means including parent involvement 'With special emphasis

on the need for 'the participation of fathers and other

male figures, and to examine the proposed benefits to be

deriv'ed from multi-aged grouping at the preschool level.
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PROCEDURE

GrouP.Composition

.The Fathily Laboratory Uperimencal Project (FCEP)

enrolled a core group of fifteeh fathilies for fall semes-

ter, 1971. Included in this core group were infants,

toddlers, pre-scho,,lers, school-age.children, teenagers,

parents and, ir, a few instances, grand-parents. (See Apt-

pendix B for age distribution of infants through early

teens.) As physically handicapped children are not ex-
.

cluded from the Child Development Laboratories (approval

is required from a pediatrician) one family was, enrolled

handicapped child was a member of the 'acore group.

he families, generally a middle to high socio-economic

group, included the following variety of occupatiOns:

business administration, engineering, F.B.I., construc-

tion, medicine, nursing, occupational therapy, ministry,

pre-school and elementary teaching, university'counsel-

ing,f/accounting, the military, graduate students.in

chemisty, physics and agriculture economics and profes7
.

sors in the areas of mathematics, forestryagriculture

and business.

39
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Orientation

'The ,FLED_ prograimAs designed to. promote the over-.

all growth of each' individual participant rather thin

directeetb stress any, one area of growth such

as cognitive, social, physical or emotional. The inten-

tion was to facilitate-the development of the total bei mg'

and his ability to:function among the members of a family

unit 'or its facsimile. aetaiis. of the general structure

and purpOseOf the program were gixen to the parents .by-

the director of the Child Development Laboratories prior
f,J

to their'enrollment, Parents were notified of their at-
-.

ceptante in the Child Development Laboratories and-, more

specifically, in the Family LabOratory in June, 1971' .

(See Appendix C.) In early September, 19711 letters

were sent to the:'e,)(Periment participants detailing the

agenda of the first meeting with them,-the parents.

(See Appendix D.).

Of first importance during this meeting was-the op-

portunity for everyone,, to biome acquainted and for the,

teacherto establish a climate for free exchange of
o

ideas and input into, the direction. the program might

stake. For example, thoughts were exchdnged acs to how

+I when to include the lolddlers in the activities,con-
-

sidering that-many still'required an,Ternoon nap. 'Re-

garding their own involvement, a sheet.was .circuldted .

40
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asking parent to indicate how they felt they could cOn-
/

tribute to the program through personal 'participation.

(See Appendix E.) They were reassured that no%particu-

lar talent was required and that they need not feel any, .

pressure to come prepared to do an activity. Parents

were also told about., the new equipment which, had been

purchased expressly to meet the needs of this unique

group: table games, volleyball and badmitten equipment,

an infant diaper changing table,,and a park benchand

picnic table for the playground. Finally, tile experi-

mental nature of the project was discussed noting that

it was structured to incorporate flexibility and change

and that parents' comments and criticisms were not only

welcomed but sought.

Communication,

The need for an unincumbered flow of communication

was approached from various avenues. At least one indi-

vAdual conference was held with one or both parents from

each fvnitly unit sometime during the year. Most general-

ly these were scheduled at mid-year after the teacher

had an opportunity to observe and knowthe child and his

family but early enough to permit time tb profit from

the exchanged.obser'Vations of the child and'th.a.prpgram.

Several .studentteachers made'Prief home visits either,.,

in the afternaon or evening when both child(ren) and
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arent(s) could be present. In the months of March,

April and May, newsletters were prepared and sent home

with each family. These included news of field trips,

comments from the children, introductions to new group

members,'recipes from the potluck, dates of upcoming

events and the creation of a lending library. (See Ap-

pendices F, G, H.) In May .a group discussion was held

on effective guidance and discipline techniques for par-

ents and teachers of preschool children. For specific

. reactions to the project itself questionna.ires were sent

to the.families at mid-year during the interruption of

classes between semesters and again at the end of
,,//the

academic year, (See Appendices I, J.) Most COM unica-

tion took place "face 3 fete" in the classPbom or on the

playground when parents were participating, as they lin-

gered after arrival or returned early for departure, or

.,1:1-as they spent a few moments in the observation booth.

When concerns or comments could not easily be-shared

during a brief conversation or through a note sent home

with the child a time was set aside after school hours
,

to meet with the parents or contact was made by telephone.

Participation

The periods of participation by parents provided

frequent opportunities_ for communication and although

this is no't and was not a substitute for the parent

42
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conference it provided an ideal situation for sharing ob-

servations or examples of behavior to be noted or dis-

cussed 'in depth at a later time. At the beginning of

the FLEP communication among parents was facilitated by

a coffee area where parents could sit and chat yet still

be on the fringe of activity. This served a second pur-

pose by placing the parents in a strategic position to

observe the routine and techniques and to synthesize

their potential role and relationship within the group.

Intent to participate was normally indicated on a

sign-up sheet which was posted in the childrens' locker

room. This did not, however, mean that parents and

grandparents who had not signed the sheet in advance

were not welcomed. /Many stayed voluntarily when they

saw that a staff member was absent for the day or that

a particular project needed a few extra hands. Parents

desiring to do a specialproject usually cleared a time

with the teac ers in advance so it Could b-e incorporated

into the activities schedule for the day. Examples of

the types of projects proposed and carried out by par-

ents were photography, both movies and still shots,

water play, equipment repairs, bringing in a home-grown

pumpkin to be made- into a jack-o'lantern, Halloween

masks, baking, dying of egg for Easter, and the sharing

of many pets. The scheduling and handling of the par-
,

ticipatioA of infants, toddlers, school age children and

teens was necessarily approached in a different manner.

4.3
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The infants and toddlers in the FLEP were scheduled

to participate on different days of the week to accommo-

date the observation needs of university students en-

rolled in infant development courses. As a result, the

infants came on Monday and Wednesday while the toddlers

were present on Tuesday. A great deal of special plan-

ning and intensive supervision was required on the days

the toddlers were present in order to provide for their

short attention span and high mobility.

As anticipated, the involvement of school age thil-

dren and teen-agers was more difficult because habitu-

ally they are in school during the:hours of the FLEP.

However, on six occasions when the laboratory was open the

public schools were not in session and at these time,s it

was possible to include these ages in the program. Al- '

though some special equipment had been purchased with .

this age group in mind, they seemed to prefer participa--

tion in the activities set up for the core group and

serving the role of teacher helpers by putting name § on

art work, refilling paint cups, cleaning up after activi-

ties, helping with wraps for outdoor play, pushing the

younger children on the swings and other tasks of that

nature. In addition to.these afternoon participations

this group was also present for the family evening so-

cial events.
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Evening Social Activities

The first evening social activity of the year was

potluck dinner held in.mi,d-November. Each family unit

was asked to bring a covered dish Casserole, cake', or

relishes of eight servings. Beverages, rolls and table

service were provided. Tables and chairs, nursery

school size and adult,.were set up in the classroom and

arranged to exemplify the pan age characteristic of the

Project. The food was served buffet-style. The chil-

dren made placeMats for the tables as.one of their art

projects for the day.

The second in the series of evening programs was

intended for parents only-and was planned and executed

by the student teachers. The theme was "Creatives for

Parents." There were four art centers each featuring a

different type of creative activity wher'e the parents

were invited to experiment, receive instruction, obtain

recipes and, finally, to display their. talents on a bul-

letin board for their children and others to see. Re-

freshments were served.

The third evening Meeting was an open discussion

on effective guidance and discipline techniques,for par-

ents and teachers of preschool children. This topic

was selected, as was the'evening of creative activities,

on the basis of the results obtained from a mid-year
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questionnaire which asked parents to select options

based on sex education, guidance and discipline, crea-

tive activities, working mothers, racial awareness or

other suggestions. (See Appendix K.)

A family barbecue picnic was the final event of

the year and this was held on the nursery school play-

ground. Participating families provided and shared

food and the means to prepare it. The Project supplied

beverages and essert. Volleyball and badmitten were

available for before and .after dinner activity and docu-

mentary movies of the group taken by one of the parents

were shown.

Fieldtrips

1 'Whereas during the fall semester first-hand experi-

ences were brought to the laboratory, in the second term

this technique was supplemented by fieldtrips of a di -.:

versified nature. These included a visit to the Purdue .

University Dairy Faft, a local pet store, ,a private farm

to see a newborn lamb (which was later brought to the

FLEP playground for a visit), a "Moon Walk" to the Pur-

due Horticulture Park to gather rock samples, a nature

walk in Happy Hollow Park and a trip to the Purdue Uni-

versity Poultry Farm as a part of a study, unit on chick-

ens. The latter was followed by a food experience sci-

ence project with scrambled eggs. On one occasion a

46.
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LT.

small number of the older children in the core group

were invited to participate in a city bus trip to down-

town Lafayette with the other Child Development Labora-

tory afternoon group. The final fieldtrip of the year

was a variation of the usual home visit. In this case

the children were taken by a university bus to visit

the dormitory room of a student teacher and the home of

one of the teachers; One impression such a visit was

designed to serve was to correct the child's frequent

image that the teachers and staff live at school. This

misconception was further clarified by the inclusion of

FLEP.teachers and staff in all aspects of the program ,

whenever possible.

Schedule AdjustMents,.Cha_hges and Additions

Throughout the year sc'hedule adjustments, changes

and additions were made to facilitate and meet various

needs with the goal of_improflng theoverail operation

of the program. One such change involved the age!,

readiness separation of-the children for short periods

of time to permit more advanced manipulative activities,

work with numbers and color games for those ready and

interested. The most dr'istic-change was the remoValof

the infants to the former infant laboratory at the end

of the first semester of the FLEP's operation. This was

necessary after it became increasingly clear that the
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university students in infant development were unable,

to meet their observation needs and requirements in the

FLEP environment. However, infants were "borrowed" from

time to time during the second term and, because of its

proximity to the FLEP quarters, siblings were permitted

to visit the infant lab regularly. One result of this

change was a frequency reduction of parents with in-

fants participating in the laboratory as well as the re-

moval of one of the two teachers for two out of the

three sessions per week. Compensation,for this staff/

help reduction was made by the addition of two graduate

teaching assistants and an early childhood education stu-

dent from Norway. Routine scheduling created an in-

crease of the number of student teachers in the FLEP for

Spring 1972, to. five.

During the second semester a lending libaraywas

createdfor the education and interest of the.FLEP adjilt

population including parents, grandparents, staff and,

students. Fifty-eight pieces of literature were made

available for circulation in the form of books, paper-

backs, pamphlets. and portfolios. Subjects ranged from

creative activities, science experiences, discipline,

parent effectiveness, menus' for young children, chil-

dren's book catalogues, child behavior manuals by lead-

ing-experts in the field and sex education material for

both parents and children. Jhese materials. were placed

4 8
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on a book rack in the entrance hall for before, during

and after school browsing. All items were available

for check out.
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EVALUATION

Because this project Was not intended to be empiri-

cal research the evaluation of the Family La,boratory_Ex-

perimental Project is based subjectively on the profes-

sional observations of the teachers and the lay opinions

of parents and other participants taken from written

questionnaires and personal interviews both formal and

informal. Other parameters of measure used "are,attend-

ance records of children in the core group, attendance

of all participants at evening social events 'and fre-

quency of participation by parents, grandparents, school

age and teenage siblings. A summary statement of these

parameters and the evaluation of the program by the

writer are placed at the end of this section.

Core Group Attendance Records

Attendance records for the core group of fifteen

pupils during the fall semester indicate that of a total

of-660 pupil-day possible attendances.there were 584 re-

corded. This denotes seventy-six absences for the peri-

od or an absenteeism rate of 11.5 %. During the second

semester the total possible was 656 with sixty-four ab-

sences or 592 core children in attendance throughout the

50
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period. The 'rate of absenteeism was 9.6%. For the year

there were 140 ,absences out of 1,316 possible attendances

or an overall absence rate of 10.6%. According to the

school nurse who maintains these records this is a low

rate of absenteeism for. this age level. A detailed

breakdown of time periods and causes for non-attendance

can be found in Appendices L and' M.

Attendance at Evening Social Events

Attendance at the orientation meeting and the so-

cial events throughout the year are shown in:Table 1.

'.With a total number in attendance of 181 out of a possi-

254' the attendance record for all evening events is

71.2%.

Frequency of Participation.

In this third measure, frequency of participatioh,

some allowance for inaccuracy should be considered in

the total figures for there were numerous occasions when

parents stayed spontaneously for less than the full"ses-

sion without signing the posted attendance schedule.

For the thirty-six class meetings of the first semester

there were fifty recorded participations. Of this num-

ber seven were fathers, two were grandmothers, one was

a grandfather, tepwere school age and teens and thirty

were mothers. During the second semester 'there were

5 1
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forty-five sessions with a total of forty-seven partici-

pations., This total was comprised of twenty-nines pai"7,

ticipations by mothers, two'by fathers, three by gra.wd

mothers and'thirteen by school age and teen age sjblings.:

For the year ninety-seven partitipations.were recorded

for the eighty-one sessions of the FLEP. It is noted,

that participation dropped frtm 1.38% fqr '::he first se-

mester to 1.04% for the second term. One could specu-

late that the increase in staff numbers and the removal

.4 of the infants were significant factors in this reduc-

tton.

r

Questionnaires

A fourth evaluative tool is the qdesti'onnaires
V,

.
.

Q .

'which were sent to the ii'krentS at mid-year and at the

end of the project. The mid-year questtonnaire was di-

vide ,jnto two sections: the first de-alt with the struc.:

e of the. ,group; the sqcon', participation. Ten out.

- of fourteen families responded to the mid-year question-

naire. Types of response have 'been synthesized=for

each question (Table 2)., The original questionnaire and

cover letter may be found in AppendiX I.

Theend of the year questiOnnaire was composed of

4

twelve multiple choice questions and two essay questions.

The responses to the essay questions will be discussed
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Table 2

Mid-Year QuestionnTre with Synthesized Responses.

Group

. QUESTION: what are your reactions to the age range?

Responses No. Resp.,

...Good for younger children 1

...Not ,good for younger children -1

...Good for older children

...Not good-for older children :2,

...Good (no'qua:lifications) 5

...Too wide an age range '3

2. QUESTION: Did you find thegroup size agreeable or
.

disagreeable?

Responses, 'No. Resp.

...Agreeable 9

...Agreeable (with qualifications) 3

...Disagreeable (too large) 1

3... QUESTION.: How do you view the inclusion of ol&er
children?

Responses No. Resp.

...More needed 1

...Good as it is 5'

..:Impractical

...Indifferent 1

..:Question misinterpreted 3

4. QUESTION: Is th.e 2:00 to 4:15 hour good or bad for
. you, your child?

.Responses . No. Resp.

...Good : "' 3,

(no recommendation)

.Too la,te 6

...Prefer a.m.
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1.

Participation

of

No. Resp.

,

QUESTION: What is your reaction to the amounig
parent' involvement?

Responses

...More needed 2

...Goad as it is 5

...See no value

...Schedule does not permit participation , 1

...No,response 1

2. QUESTION: Was the experience profitable:

Responses No. Resp.

...For you (the parent) YES 6

NO 2

..For your child YES 6

NO 1

...For the group r YES 1

NO 1

response 1

3. QUESTION: Should the parent participation be required?

Responses No. Resp.

...Y5; 3

...Possibly 1

..NO .6
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in the author's summary. The questionnaire was completed

by thirteen of the fifteen families enrolled in the pro*:.

gram. Their responses,to the multiple choice items are

represented in Table 3. The complete questionnaire can

be found in Appendix J.

'Conferences and Informal Conversations

Various aspects of the program were evaluated dur-

ing the course of the year by means of rer,lar student

teacher conferences, scheduled parent conferences and

informal conversations with student teachers, graduate

tea-ching assistants, parents, fellow teachers and inter-

ested colleagues.

From the student teachers came comments and criti-

cisms both in conferences and conversations relating

primarily to their ability to function effectively in

the FLEP,environment. Several reported at the end of

their FL.EP experience that they had embarked on their

student teaching assignment in the Family Laboratory

with apprehension and a lack of self-confidence. This

they attributed partially to the uncertainties of and

lack of preparation in dealing s,o closely with parents.

An example of this was noted in the behavior of a large

number orthe student teachers during the first few_ses

sions of their student teaching experience. The stu-

dents would quickly absent themselves when it appeared
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that it was going to be necessary to offer guidance or

discipline to a child whose parent(s) were present. Al-
e.

though this is not in itself a ,unique observation of a.'

beginning student teacher (there are often parents in

the observation booth at the Child Development Labora-

tories) the rapidity at which this phenomenon disap-

peared in the FLEP setting appeared significant. Most

student teachers reported very positive feelings about

parent relationships at the end of their FLEP experience

and noted the contribution the close parent family con-
.

tacts provided for them in their understanding and abil-

ity to deal with the children in the core group.

Each student teacher was required soon after the

beginning of her FLEP assignment to select two children

from the core group for close observation. The student

took notes on these children, recorded their strengths,

weaknesses, favorite activities, special playmates,

their social adjustment within the group, how they re-

solved conflicts, their general temperament and ability

to care for their own basic needs. These observations

were shared and discussed with the teaching staff.

When possible the student was invited to observe and/or

participate in the parent conference of the'children she

had chosen to obser've. In a few instances the student

teachers also made informal home visits of-a social

rather than conference nature with one or both of their

selected families.

5 8
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A general consensus among the student teacher

group as a whole was that the presence of the toddlers

one day per week afforded them a significant challenge

for planning and supervision. One student expressed

concern not only at this but that a FLEP Student teach-

ing assignment in general required more time and planning

than might another placement. At the final conference

she reported that although she found the time and effort.

required to be a worthwhile investment and the FLEP ex-

perience to have been profitable she would not want to

be assigned to teach in a similar set of circumstances.

Undeniably this is not a classroom situation that

has equal appeal for all 'teachers. However, with the

growing trend toward open classrooms where teachers are

dealing with two or more age levels at the same time and-

. the increasing interest of parentS in how their tuition

or school tax dollars are being invested toward meeting

the educational needs of their children, one might want

to explore the advantages and profits .to be gleaned from

a more comprehensive student teaching exyerience with

-mixed ages and frequent parent contact such as couldbe

found in the Family Laboratory.'

The graduate teaching assistants reported, as did

the student teachers, that the pesence of the parents/

grandparents was a new and, at times, difficult adjust-

_ment for them. Until it became clear that their role
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did not change because other members of the families

were in attendance they found the guidance of a child

whose parent was present to be delicate. Through dis-

cussion it was pointed out that theuse of effective

guidance techniques by the staff in the preSence of the

parents is in fact another form of parent education.

In support of this observation several parents remarked

that they had been able to see how it is much more ef-

fective, for example, to tell a child what he can do

rather than what he cannot do.--. A sample would be: ."You

can come down the slide feet first On your bottom, your

back or your tummy." Tather than "Don't walk up the

slide! Don't come down head first! You aan't.come down

on your knees!"

Time was Tegularly spent after each session to dis-

cuss among the staff, student teachers, graduate teach-

ing assistants and other interested colleagues the pro.:

ceedings and problems of the ,day./' Ideas were shared,

techniques reviewed, solutions ,suggested,. schedule re=

arrangements discussed and the plan for the next day re-

viewed. Most of those involved in these reflection/

planning times agreed that they were, valuable and their

regularity essential.

The parents were in an adVantaged position to ob-

serve closely and critically the development of the pro-

gram for they could be.present in the classroom without
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the administrative or supervisory responsibilities of

the staff.or student teachers. Their comments and re-

actions are discussed by age groupings: infants and

toddlers, core group, school age and teens, parents and

grandparents.

Regarding the youngest members of the FLEP it was

suggested by.two parents that-the presence of babies

and toddlers required too.much adult'attention and was

generally disruptive. It,might be well to note that one

was the parent of an only.chifd and that neither had.a

baby or toddler in the group_ Another felt that during

the first semester the number of staff was inadequate

to deal with demands of infants and toddlers in addition

to the core gr6up. (AS mentioned earlier this was reme-

died by additional staff and student teachers for the

second semester.) The parents of the babies and tod-

4ier.s were unanimous in their positive reactions to the

advasntages their youngsters seemed_to derive from a

mixed age setting.

The feedback on the core group was frequently di-

rected at the seemingly disproportionate number of bene-

fits for the younger members of a mixed age group as op-

posed to the older segment or, in- thiS case, those four

years and above. One parent expressed that in her opin-

ion it was virtually impossible to stimulate the older

children to their full potential while meeting the needs
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of the younger ones. Even though the removal of the

babies to the Infant Laboratory at the end of the first

semester was regretful it did release adult time for

core group needs on those two days per week when they

would normally have been present. A real effort was

made by the staff and student teachers as a 'result of

the above commentaries to guard against planning activi-

ties geared at less than the capabilities of the indi-

vidual members of the group. As mentioned earlier the

group was separated on occasion to permit specialized

readiness programming.
0

The involvement of school age children and teen-

agers was, by necessity, limited. There was some dis-

cussion with theparents about the possibility of occa-

sionally changing the program hours in order to permit

greater participation by this age elembnt but the idea

was dismissed as impractical, "Their presence was well

received when they were available for participation and

parents seemed to feel that, as often with themselves,

they were there as often as schedules would permit.

During their parent conference, one enthusiastic

couple commended the program and said that they felt

i,ts potential could be even greater if more of the par-

ents were willing to give more time and effort toward

its development. Most parents did not share this point

of view. It was often remarked, nevertheless, that the
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opportunity to see one's child in a new environment and

how he re-rates to others was enlightening. One mother

of a young three year old stated that she found her

child reassured by her presence and felt that her par-

ticipation aided an early adjustment to his first school'

experience. By contrast, another mother remarked that

she didn't need participation . she gets her fill

of parent/child relationships at home. Several parents

cited shared school experiences as increasing compata-

bility with their children. Parents also reiterated the

advantages of knowing their childrens' school mates and

becoming acquainted with other parents and the teaching

staff. Interesting to note is the fact that those par-

ents who participated the most in the program were those

who had more positive attitudes aboUt its value and po-

tential.

The presence of grandparents or their age- equiva-

lent was most favorably received. Most of the comments

in this regard were in; expressing disappointment that

the participation of this age element, was not more fre-

quent. The high mobility of the residents of a'univer- <1

sity community or almost any community in recent years

seriously reduces ,the number of extended fun-flies for a

project such as this to draw from. The group had one

set of natural grandparents living in the community, one
a

grandmother who participated while visiting her family

63
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and one "borrowed" grandmother. The latter's children

lived far away and she enjoyed the opportunity of com-

ing With friends who were enrolled in the FLEP. This

type'of participant offers the greatest potential of un=---

tapped resources to supply a simulated grandparent popu-

lation.

Observations and Conclusions

The foregoing sections have treated without com-

ment and interpretationothe various parameters of sub-

jective measure provided by parents and other partici-

pants in the FLEP. In this section an attempt is made,

to collate these responses and to evaluate the predomi-

nant \response trends in terms of the project di-rector'

insights and professional values as she conceived the

intent an,d purpose of the FLEP.

Questionnaires

Indluded-n the mid-year questionnaire was an in-_

terest survey that sought to elicit topics about which

the parents would be interested in learning more during

a non - school afternoon,or an evening session. (See Ap-

pendix K.) Parents were requested to react to the fol-

lowing selected topics, by indicating a high, medium.or

loW level of interest: sex educatiOn.,^guidande and

discipline, creative activities, working mothers, racial
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awareness. They were also asked to suggest other topics

for consideration. The results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4

, High Med: Low

Sex Education 2 6 2

Guidance and Discipline 9 4 0

Creative Activities 7 4 1

Working Mothers- 3 4 4

Racial Awareness 1 5 4

There were two additional suggestions: relations' be-

tween family members--sibling rivalry, mother-son,

father-daughter and early learning, reinforcement tech-

niques,. following directions.

Guidance and discipline received the highest de-

gree of interest 'with nine placing it at the highest

level and four at medium. The two added suggestions

were indirectly related to that general topic as Well.

Although creative activities, the second ranked favor-

ite topic, could be effectively presented at any time

during the school year in retrospect it was unfortifnate
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that a guidance and discipline session was' not held early

in the year soon after the-project began. Although tha

parents were able to observe positive guidance tech-

niques and effective discipline measures throughout the

year, a prelejminary schooling in discipline thaory fol-

lowed occasionally by informal refresher discussions and

on-the-spot identification of specifically noted tech-

niques perhaps would have helped the parents to.assimi-

`rate more thoroughly an understndingV the theory and

practice of effective diS'ciplinary procedures. An/in-

teresting adjunct might be a warm:up panel of parents

from the diverse cultures' which are sp often' present in

a university laboratory pre-school to discuss child rear -.

i g practices in their native cultures.

Question number four on the mid-year questionnaire

asked if the hours of 2:00 p.m. to 4:15 p.m. were agree-
,

able fdr the parents and their children. Only three out

of eleven responding reacted positively to the question

with six reporting that the hours were too late. One

indicated a preference fora morning session and one

stated that the time was not good but the person react-

ing thus failed to offer an alternative. Some reasons

cited by parents for desiring the change were that the

2:00 hour allows time for a rest but not a full nap, th-e

4:15 departure is\ too late and more tiring for the chil-

dren, 2:00 is too long to wait after lunch for school
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to start, 4:15 istoo late to play with neighborhood

children, 2-4:15 breaks (up the whole aftern,don and makes

it difficult to schedule for younger and older siblings.

Although it was impossible to make an immediate change

in the program hours the Child Development Laboratories

were able to adjust the times of the afternoon ses lions

beginning with the following fall semester. The meet-

ing times were 1:15 p.m. to'3:30 p.m.

The second item Under parent' participation on the ,

same questionnaire asks if the experience of participat-o

ig was a profitable one. The synthesized responses can

be found under Question Two in Table 2. The majority of

the replies. to this item were favorable toward the ex-

perience.both for the parents and children. The only

suggested value for the group as a whole was the addi-

tional pair of hands, it provided. The range of re-
2

sponses on the value to the prent and child was more

extensive but nevertheless disappointing in the lack of

insight they demonstrated into such factors as the real

purpose and goals anticipated for this type of inter-

action. Paraphrased samples of typical responses are:

A. I was unable to participate but my husband did go
once and found the e erience quite profitable.

B. -Yes, profitable for mot er. Father unable,to par,
ticipate.

C. Yes, for me.' I became acquainted with the teachers
and the other children. I don't know about the'
child; I think so.

6
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D. Yes, for me. BUt I participated fairly often jto
look after toddlers) and it may have been'too often
for'my "regular groUp'" [core group] child who needs
more experience With 'peers and perhaps less with me 1
and other adults. .

E. Very definitely the experience was profitable for
my child.

Our 2 year old loved it. I don't think I. gained
anything personally and I don't think, my husb,and
did,

G. Our toddler' enjoyed the intellectual', & social stimu-
,lation. I would have liked it more if more parents.
had joined in.witl-r.my enthusiasm.

'H. Personally,-I don't see any
6

value. Normally chil-
dren receive plenty of parent involveident at home
sand t's good for them to get away from these rela-'
tionships occasionally: They tend to cling to their
own parents so. I can't.see much value to the group
as a whole.. And the parent tends to supervise,
direct, help & AisciRline he'r own child as at home.
,As a parent. I get all the-child relatilanshfp at home
that I need or want,

I. Yes, for mYself and bur children especially the
younger ones who are reassured to see de there. at
least part of the time.

.

Had Question Two asked "why" 'or 'hoe was the experience

profitable or not profitable these answers might have

been More insightful. An attempt to word the questions

so as to elicit responseS more along the lines of the

vials set for the project would haVe given the respond -

ers more, clear guidelines,in completing the questionnaire.

Response H (and F as well.) are such, that one is

provoked to aSsume,a position and take issue.. Admitted-
, . .

ly, the positive potential of any interaction fa-des

rapidly when a member enters into the circumstances with

a negative attitude toward its value. It is virtually

<I
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impossible, however, to have a void social experience

unless one is blind, deaf and is able to isolate him-

self from physical contact with the other members of

the group. The untrained lay person is not expected to

be able to specify and identify the types and values of

all the interactions he encounters in a pre-school set-

ting or otherwise for that matter but this does not pre-

clude their occurring or that he cannot/profit from that

which has no name for him. The classroom provides an

opportunity for parents to see their child(ren) in a new

environment. Without labeling it as such they can note

the difference in social achievement between the child

who resolves conflicts with words and the one who uses

fists, feet or tears. Perhaps thefe parents do believe

that their child(ren) receive adequate parental involve-

ment at home but if the attitude is such that they feel

that they get all the child relationship at home that

they want or need then the question of quantity vs qual-

ity of those relationships Must be raised. Few parents

would presume to know all there is to know about child

development and negate the possibility that something

could be gained through anew shared experience with

their child.

If one truly believes that "more attention must

be paid to the value to be derived through parent in-

volvement in early childhood education" (Butler, 1971)
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then the question must be asked if parent participation

should be a requirement. Out of ten responses to this

item in the mid-year FLEP questionnaire three were in

favor of requiring participation, one said possibly and

six answered, negatively. Some additional accompanying

comments were:

...it would be difficult to require participat/ion
of parents who work.

...fathers should participate more because chil-
dren are ilormally at home all day with their
mothers.

...participating once or twice a semester would

...shall we say encouraged?

...Yes--that's the only way to get the groUp going
in the direction we desire--a full family proj-
ect and a close feeling of working, playing,
interacting and love together--really A secur-
ity to all of us.

...No!--I feel that. for some it would ceAse to be
a joy.

The composite of these remarks reflects/the con-

flict experienced by the writer as well. Parents were

enrolled in the program with a full understailding that

their participation was an integral part ofithe project..

The choice was up to them and their acceptapce was under-

stood as an acknowledgment of that commitmg t. Partici-

pation was therefore left on a voluntary bisis so that

parents could work it into their schedules /at their
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convenience. Records of the frequency of participation

of parents and grandparents show that the highest nCo-

ber for one family for one semester was six participa-

tions, Two families enrolled for one semester each did

not participate at all. The highest total number of

participations by parents and grandparents of one fam-

ily for the year was ten followed by two families Who

each had participated eight times during the year. Con-

sidering the entire program consisted of eighty-one ses-

sions, the average numb,er, of participations per family

(5.28) seems to reflect a relatively low response to a

program commitment.

The format of the questionnaire used at the end of

the year was practical in that it was possible to tabu-

late the results and perceive a relatively clear over-

view of the program as defined by the questionnaire

items. The responses signaling the value of the FLEP

were as follows: 45.5% highly favorable; 28.8% favor-

able. There were no neutral or unfavorable reactions

to either the curriculum items (general curriculum,

field trips, newsletters) or the parent/family activi-

ties (lending library, eiseative night, guidance and

diScipline discussion, fall potluck, and barbecue cook-

out).

At the end of the questionnaire the parents were

asked to comment on how they felt all family members
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could have been more beneficially involVed. *Six of the

fifteen families responded to this item and the consen-

sus was that they felt that the amount of involvement

was good and/or adequate as.it was although three indi-

cated that they would have preferred to be more involved

but work schedules and other commitments would not per-

mit. One suggested mother's coffees as an additional

means of involvement and another added that her husband

might.have enjoyed a fieldtrip if he had been able* to

arrange his schedule differently.
/

Item 14 on the questionnaire asked for further com/-

ments, pro or con, on the multiple choice questionnaire

items or other related topics. The disparate resvonses

ranged from praise for the program and its benefits,

the significant losses for the four year old in a mixed

age setting as opposed to the advantages their presence

provides for the two year olds, criticism toward the

presence of too many adults (in contrast to the comments

from the m4d-yeariquestionnaire), to 'enjoyment of family

nights and meeting and talking with so many of the par-

ents. Of particular interest was the following commen-

tary:

My preschool children show interest in old
people. We have no cont 'act with any elderly

. people which I feel may be a common thing.
Is there some way a child's curiosity about
getting old, what it is like to be old, etc.,
etc., etc. could be given an opportunity to
see d learn? The concept of a family'is
-incomplete without people of all ages.
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In the mid-year questionnaire one parent expressed

the opinion that in a participation program the child

tends to cling to their own parent and the parent is in-
.

clined to supervise, direct, help and discipline their

own child. The question is asked "Does parent partici-

pation usurp the authority of the teacher?" It is sug-

gested that ideally it is always the teacher who as-

sumes the responsibility for the child and the curricu-

lum but the more skillful she is the better she will be

able to blend the parents and their contributions into

the substance of the program (Berson, 1959). The pri-

mary problem facing a project which enrolls families is

how to comfortably and effectively involve the individu-

al family members into a program which is primarily.de-

signed for a core group of preschooT children.

A laissez faire approach to the participation of

the extraneous family members or those outside of the

.core group could easily lead to frustration. The

teacher cannot assume that her expectations will be re-

alized without some form of direction. Although it was

not don., for the. FLEP it is recommended that sometime

during the orientation meeting the parents be conducted

on a tour of the facilities and then encouraged to ex-

plore in depth the cabinets.and storage rooms. It would

have been easier for the parents to function initially
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if they had been familiar with the location and arrange-

ment of.materials and equipment.

As mentioned earlier a coffee area was arranged

for the participating adults during the initial weeks of

the program. While providing them with a place to sit,

observe and talk with other p'articipanti, they were also

encouraged to move about the room during free play and

to join the children for science activities, music,

storytime, etc. It is believed that this approach pro-

vided for their gradual inclusion in the activities.

Since interest would quickly wane for exclusively fringe

involvement the coffee area per se was disbanded after

a time. Coffee continued to be available for those de-

siring it.

The parent-suggestedlist of ways they felt they

could participate (Appendix E) provided a key to the po-

tentials of this particular group. The exploitation of

the list was left to the parents with only mild sugges-

tions or quiries from the staff. In retrospect it is

suspected that the teaching staff needed to be'more ag-

gressive but without pressure in seeking fuller par-

ticipation. Reluctance to become more actively in-
(

volved may have been a result of shyness or not knowing

whether their contribution was honestly needed or de-

sired.
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Some supplementary suggestions for productive in-

volvement might include capitalizing on participant in-

terest in fieldtrips for the-preparation of an up-to-

date community resource file as recommended by James

Hymes Jr. This could incorporat,e not only fieldtrips

but resource people and the location of appropriate

books, slides, films and lmstrips. Not all interac-

tions need to focus On the core preschOOler and, if in-

terest or need was indicated, an afterls'thool tutorial

program could be arranged on the premices for the school

age and teenage participants patterned after the Nation-

al Commission on Resources for Youth (NCRY) program

"Youth Tutoring Youth." They theorize that the rela-

tionship helps the tutor as well as the tutored. In

addition, several parents expressed interest in .the peo-
_

ple who observed the FLEP as well as the research proj-

ects being conducted by graduate students in the Child

Development and Family Life Department which frequently

utilized tha children in the core-group. It could haN:e

been beneficial to both to have had joint sessions with

parents, professors and their students to discuss what

was. being observed and the nature of the research.

It is possible to obtain multi-faceted advantages

from an extended family project or endeavor. The so-
,

called 'generation gap" serves as a source of frustration-

and exasperation to the older generation but in reality
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it is youth that has the most to lose. The lack of com-

munication created by this barrier all but eliminates

education for adulthood and responsible citizenry. This

project has proposed that this gap is enhanced by a lack

of opportunitiesfor individuals of different ages to

be together in meaningful contact.

The chance to see one's child in a mixed age set-

ting provides an observable continuum of the developmen-

tal processes which can provide guidelines for more

realistic behaviv.r and skill expectations. Seeing the

differences in the finger dexterity of a four year old

vs a five year old might delay the insistance from a

parent that their child try to learn to tie his own

shoes before he has the necessary skills for the task.

Parents in the classroom should be able to understand

their own child(ren) better as well as, the process of

education. Being informed they could better, understand,

supplement and support the program. While enriching the

class withltheir skills they are wittingly or unwitting-
,

ly involved in the process of parent educati'on., This in

turn serves to make both mother and father more effec-

tive parents and teachers away from school. The posi-

tive effects that may spill over to other members of

the family due to this experience are described by

Susan Gray (Childhood Education, December, 1971) as

"vertical diffusion."
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The least explored and one of the more promising

aspects of the FLEP is the inclusion of older adults in
cy
prescitool education. A quote from "Medicine Today" by

Dr. David Zimmerman reads: O

The passivity that characterizes many older
people is not a normal part of aging. Neither
is it due primarily to physical infirmity,
says World Health Organization gerontologist
Dr. Claude Balier of Paris. Usually:he says,
it is 'a sign ofVchronic minor depression,'
and it can be corrected by bringing aged per-
sons back into the mainstream of everyday
1 ife.

The desire%to approximate an extended family group need

not stop with the enrolled families and their social con-

tacts as it did in the FLEP. The earlier cited parent

quote from the end of the year questionnaire concerning

their child's interest in and lack of contact with older

adults points to a unmet need which can in turn neet a

need of the older generation, the troisie*me age.

Educators strive to be aware of the individual dif

ferences in children when thinking of and planning their

curriculum but seldom is this awareness applied in con-

tacts with the families of these same children. One is

more likely to plan and think of them as a singular

group labeled "the parents" (Jenkins, 1969). In a pro-

gram such as The Family Laboratory Experimental Project

participation acts as a facilitator to reduce such gen-

eralizations and clear the way for genuine two-way
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communication and productive liaisons with implications

for all of those immediately involved; enrolled families,

student teachers, staff and interested,volunteeTs.

Teacher Training

The Child Development Laboratories-of the Child De-

velopment and Family [Acre Department ". . . are designed

primarily to provide observation and participation with

young children by students who will seek professional

careers as teachers in a variety of early .childhood set-

tings (Kerckhoff, 1971)."

The potentials of.a student teaching experience in

a setting like the Family Laboratory are numerous in

their applicability for other teaching positions. For

example, public and private schools, kindergartens; co-'

operative nursery schools,*Free schools,commercial,Com-

munit.y and private Day Care and Head Start 'al- other'gov-

ernment programs.

In a December, 1971, article by Margaret Conant

.published in Childhood Education she suggests that many

teachers respond with trepidation to parents"reque_s_ts

for involvement. With the growingenthusiasm for parent

aide programs in public schools and the popularity of

parent cooperative ventures' it appears that teacher train-

ing institutions need to Up-date their preparatory re-

quiremenes to iriclude more than a' basic parent education

7 8
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course which includes no practicum. Teachers and stu-

dent teachers need preparatory and refresher training

in the dynamics of parent-teacher communication coupled

with experience to develop competence, quiet self-

confidence, empathy and supportive acceptance (Quill,

196.9).

What does the student teacher stand to gain from

a student teaching experience that combines a multipli-

city of age elements in one educational setting? The

director of the Child Development Laboratdries cites, of
a

specific importanbe the opportunity to observe the scope

of the developmental,process in,one setting "where he

came from" and "where he will go (Kerckhoff, 1971)."

One FLEP student.teacheOflemarked that for practically

as long as she could remember.she'had spent most of.her'

time in the company of peers. She had rarely been

around babies or very young children. Her grandparents

lived in another state and visits were infrequent. Af-

though of limited duration, the FLEP experience offers7

an exposure and direct contact with.varied ages for the,

student.. It can provide a basis for ae synthesis of de-
.

velopmental, social, maturational, intellectual and phy-

sical processes and Students can learn first

hand and by good example how different children are and

how one can respond to and capitalize on these differ-
*

ences
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One parent commented that she didn't believe it was

qaluable-for student teachers or observers to see parents ,

and children interacting in,an artificial setting. What

then connotates a real setting? Can one assume that par-

erits and children are on) themselves when behind the

closed doors and shuttered windows of their own home?

If the parents, scream and hit their children at home but

not in public the relationship is affectk nonetheless,,

arid what the student is seeing is a result of the compo-

site relationship which is real.

High schools across the nation are beginning to

recognize the need and formulate programs to prepare

youth for ttie respons_ibilities of marriage and parent-.

hoods Often thes'e programs include practical experiencesl-

with young children.- These students are being placed in

nursery schools, kindergartens and day care programs.

For many years the Ohio State University Laboratory

School operated an extracurricular program where pupils

f4rom 1indergarten through senior high school selected

activities on th& basis of interest. The result was

kindergarteners chopping apples while someone in junior

high rolled 'out the pie dough. A first grader's Wobbl=

ing attempts at cutting a li1'oleum block for a printing

project were assisted by the firm hand of a sophomore.

A senior shows a 6th grader how to clean oil paint from

a brush and store it properly. Tutorial programs are
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utilizing the talenta/of both adults and youth. Parents

are'l coming to school as co-teachers in parent coopera-

tives, as teacher aides, and resource people for spe-

cialized teaching units. Today's teachers need to be

)trained, prepared, experienced, and skilled $to meet

' these demands.

Participation in any form, be it school age chil-

dien, teenagers, parents, grandpare is or other inter-

ested parties, requires a teacher who is flexible and 9

willing to leave the comfort of,her traditional hbmogen-

eous. classroom behind. The Montessori classroom has

been described as .a business-like atmosphere rishrouded

in silence orhushed whispers where children are so en-

grossed in their in,dividualized activity that they rare-

ly socialize with their neighbors. A mixed age class-

room cannot thus be described. But 'if a teacher can

function effectively and thrive in the midst of often

loud and profusely social but profitable multi-aged in-

teractionS then she, stands to gain in the establishment

of an open and ''''supportive relationship with ,parents and,

indeed; the entire family.,,A close family-school rela-

tionship can serve to strengthen both.
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It is believed that the replication of this proj-

ect using control and experimental groUpings properly

measured for distinguishing features and outcomeSzhas

the potentiaT of providing significantjnfprmaion which

could serve to strengthen the Position that a mixed age

preschool program wii-th extended 'family involvement and

participation has a ree,Vant role to play in thedevelop--

ment of new trends of early childhood education,'

Four questions emerge from the FLEP.whic might be

considered for scientific measurement: The. first

whether or not participating in a project which includes

a handicapped child and his family'changes or modifies

,

the predisposed attitudes of other parents and/or chil-

dren toward the handicapped. Secondly, can parent inter-,

est be measured by frequency of partiCipation and if

so, what are the effects on the child's performance?

third cluestiolf is whether.or not .a* mixed age setting' re7

duces the leaf achieveMent for the older members of
/".

the grauKAnd, fin lly, what differences can't'bt:determin-
i

ed in the achievement level bf the 37ouiigervipem16's of a

mixed ale group as opposed to a homogenous grouping?
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The weaknesses of the project as it was carried

out were: (1) the limited number of participations by

siblings, fathers, grandparents and older adults, (2)

the removal of the infants to the Infant Laboratory at

the end of the first semester, (3) the conflict of in-

terest created by the need for student teachers to hav/

a prescribed number of classroom experiences during

their student teaching assignment while fulfilling t

desire to involve parents to the fullest extent pos

ble, (4) the format of the mid-year and end of the/Year

questionnaires, and (5) the imbalance of age diStrtibu-

titions in the core group.

The strengths of the program appeared to 1 e in

the following areas: (1) the presence of a mal gradu-

ate teaching assistant during the second semester which

compensated somewhat for the limited participation of

fathers, (2) the curriculum, (3) the evening scial
1

events, and (4) the inclusion of a family with a handi-

capped child.

If the project is replicated it is recommended

that the five points which follow be given serious 'con-

sideration. An effort should bo made to enroll a bal-

ance.of ages in the core group, and if this is not pos-

sible, that the balance be weighted at the older age

level rather than,the younger. Secondly, it is suggested
.

that one or two babies be enrolled exclusively for the
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purposes of the project rather than adjuncts of another

group with Separate goals and purposes. t is highly

recommended, thirdly, that professional guidance be

sought in the preparation of any questioniaires to as-

sure that the responses are in answer to the desired in-

formation. Because of th) adult participation it is im-

portant that the number of student teachers be kept low.

One or two at any given time would suffice. Finally, it

is advised that all possible avenues be explored to in-

crease the participation of siblings, fathers, grand-

parents or other interested parties in order to simulate

an extended family.
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CONCLUDING STATEMENT

Jean Piaget, when asked to summarize his life's '

researches on the development of young children, put it

this way:

The more a child has seen and heard, the
more he wants to see and hear (Vander
Eyken, 1969).

The writer proposes that trends in preschool and

early childhood education are changing and should con-

tinue to change in a direction that focuses not only on

the child, but on his parents, his brothers and sisters,

his extended family and his community. We must not only

accept the child where he is but seek.to know where he

came from and where ha-is going. Erik Erikson reminds

us that:

. . . childre are going somewhere;, and know
it, even in e beginning of Life, Jfiey are
headed, for nstance, toward otA'ers, with
whom new bondS can be established (Coles,
1970).

StepS need to be fakento bring children out df our peer

isolated educational systems into an ongoing laboratory

of life where he can make meaningful contacts that' pro:

mote human understanding.
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Submitted by Loretta M. Hatfieldf
,Department of Child Development and Family Life

Purdue University
December, 1972

Title: Development of a Child Development Family Laboratory:
An Experimental PrOje.ct 4

Committee: Florence G.. Mrckhoff3 Chairmah
Wallace Denton
Agnes Schenkman.

Background and Purpose

We must change our natioW way of. ljfe so
that children are lb longer isolated from
the rest of society... We call ,upon all our
institutions -- public and private--to initi,
ate and expand programs that bringadults
back into the liver-oVf children arid' chi IL
dren back-into the lives.of adults
(Bronfenbrennef, 1970).

The Child =Devel opme4 Laboratories of the-ChiXd De-

velopment and Eahlily Life Department at Purdue-4JAversity
..

,A

--..,.... . , ,

were designed to provide opportunities' f eoil. 'undergraduat
. ,

''.-

and graduate stud61-its to learn about the growth, develop-r

meat, and of young children between-the ages of

birth and five -years : These laboratories, while serving.
.

both research and service purosses, were designed prim,ari-
.

.' '

ly to provide observation and OartiOpati n.'w th young
.-

children by students seeking professional careers
,
as
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teachers in a variety of early childhood education set-

4tings.. These include public and private nursery schools,

Aindergartens,.,coopgrative schools, Head Start and other

government sponsored program, an.d many newly developing

day care programs.` Students with advanced degrees seek

administrative and consultant roles in addition to those

of teaching young children (Kerckhoff, 1971i).

In the fall of 1971, a new laboratory, the Family

Laboratory, was added to these programs. It enrolled

s.families and imdividuals representing a variety of ages ,

an.d stages throughout the. life cycle from infancy

through older adulthood. Timely observations by both in-

dividual specialists in the field of child develprment,

commissions, and national and regional conferences study-

ing the state of the young child in the current decade

indicate.that children are basically separated from the

rest of society!iTn.our cOtUre, and that some of the

''failures of modern education might be attributed to this
25.

seprationY(Kerbkhdff, 1971).

. we have been guilty of trying to work
with the child without including his family.
We have tried to know him without knowing
his mother, father, siblings, grandparents
(Grisson, 1971).

There is a belief that perhaps these fail-
uras can be somewhat modified by more inte-
grated study and observation of young chil-
dren 'on a continuy.W.ix the developmental
process, as they relate and'interact with
individuals'at each stage of the life cycle.

9 4
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Also there is evidence that the.so-called
'generation gap: is enhanced by lack of op-
poqunities for individuals of different
ages to be together at the same time in the
same place (Kerckhoff, 1971),'

The young child.has been rdmeved from con-
'. tact with basic life processes and from con-

tact with a range of phenomena. which would
allow him to gain an understanding of the
world in which he must live (Frazier; 1968).

THe problem exists at all echelons of society;

rich and poor,,.educated .and uneducated. Children do'not

have ample opportunity to have.meaniqgful, contacts with

adults and many'are unable to even describe the occupa-
,

fion of theiriparents. Their lives evolve without being-

4. "in touch" with adults.- When these children become

adults, they turn .off older people arid consciously or uri -'

consciously the gap widens (Peters, 1971).

Erik Erlikson describes his view of the importance

of the parentchild relationship.

. . . Z can think of life as progressively
Unfoldihg, with its directions essentially `

fixed ip the first few year's by what happens
between the child and his parents (Coles-,
1970).

Nationah recognitioh.was given tvthe importance

of parental ilvolvement in education during-the'.highly

publicized efforts In the early 1970s under President '

RiChard M. Nikon's administration to pasts a comprehen-

sive child delielopment bill.
c
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The bill buoilds in a major role for parents
in the management and policy- making decisions
. . . each prime sponsor must establish a.
Child Care Council (°C.C.'C.). . . :one half
of whose composition'shall be parents of chil-
dren served b' the center . . . (Report rn
PreschoOl Education, April 19, 1972).

The Family Laboratory was planned not only to -in-

volve parents, but to p4ov.de\opportunitie% for young

children to participate in lactivitieS and learning ex-

periences with babies, school age children, adolescents,

adults who are single, married, parents9 and grandpar-

ents. Under supervised programming, opportunities were

provided to allow for each, age to interact with the

other age groups represented. For example, specifically

planned programming facilitated babies and toddlers join-
,

ing the two and a2half to five year olds;'schooll age

children and teen-agers joining nursery school children;

and grandparents, parents, and other adults joining pre-

schoolers and babies.

It's nat ral For people of all ages to be to2
gether,i, hey should be together and when they
are brotight togetiher even in the Cold world
of deadlines Ws a pleakant..enjoyable
experience-and really 'no big 'Ming.' It's
only a 'big thi.n.if we don't do it--and it
threatens to get biggei- and bigger (Peters,
1971).

Subjects

The subjects for the Family Laboratory experimental

project represented a core grOup of fifteen families

6
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enrolled for the 1971-72 school year in the Pur -due Uni-

versity Child Development. Laboratory. Included in Ahis

core group of families were infants, toddlers, pre-

schoolers, school age children, teen-agers, parents; and

grandparents. In addition, serving the educational'pur=

, poses of the laboratory were students from the introduc-

tory undergraduate course in child development (CDFL,210),

participants from both the music and literature courses

for young children (CDFL 414 and 416), student teachers

in child development as well as in elementary education,

graduate teaching assistants and an early childhood edu-

cation student from Norway.

The families, a Middle to high middle socio-

economic group, comprised the following occupations:

business administration, engineering, construction, medi-

cine, nursing, occupational therapy, ministry, preschool

and elementary teaching, university counseling, account-

ing, a military officer, graduate students in chemistry--

and agricultural economics and professors in the areas

of mathematics, forestry, agriculture and business.

.Procedure

The program in the Family Laboratory was designed

to promote the total growth of each individual in it.

It was not concerned with any one specific area of

growth such as Oognitive, social, physical or emotional,

97
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but was intended to facilitate the total being 'and" his

ability to function among the members of a family unit.

Details such as this and to, the purpose and structure

of the Family Laboratory were given to the parents by

the Director of the Child Development Laboratories prior

to enrollment and regular Communications mere held both

formally and informally to provide opportunity for ques-
-,

tions and clarifications.

Equipment, room arrangement and structure were

modified to include the many age levels and interest

groups to be found in a family.labora'tory. Alterations

were made both indoors and out as well as the addition .

of such new facilities as a lending:library for parents.

The laboratory met from 2:00 p.m. to 4:15 p.m. on

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.

'Evaluation

p
Evaluation. of the project will -be based upon

scheduled parent conferences, planned student teacher

conferences and informal interviews and conversations

with parents, :eaching assistants, student teachers,

fellow teachers, and interested colleagues. Mid-year

and end-of-the-year questionnaires will be sent to

participating families in order to determine their re-

action to the program, the activities, and their in-

volvement within the program as well'as to provide an

98
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opportunity for them to submit written criticisms, sug-
.

gestions, and recommendations for consideration for both

this experimental laboratory project and future programs

of a like nature.
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Appendix C

Official Letter of Acceptance into the
Child Development Laboratories

June 971

Dear Parents:
1.

We are happy to welcome you to the Child. Development (
Laboratories. Nursery School will begin 'the week of Sep-
tember 20th, and your child's,,teacher will notify you
prior'to that time about when 'ou should bring your young-
ster to. school for the first.tim0.

Enclosed are forms which must be filled out before
your child starts school. It is required that every child
havT,a complete physical examination before he begins
school. The physical examination card should be filled
out by your physician and returned to the Department of
Child Development and Family Life, Attention of Mrs.
Kerckhbff.. The form marked "for parents" is to be filled
out by you in relation to your child's health, and also re-
turned to the department.

V

The permission slips are to facilitate your child's
participation in field trips and that are part
of the regular educational program. Y wi11 always he
notified when such art event is planned for the-group. Be-
cause we are a teacher-training and research laboratory
also, we request permission for your child to participate
in ongoing projects and studies that hell') our students
learn more about children and the ways they grow and de-,
velop.

Soon after school begins you'r child's teacher will
contact you about, a parent meeting for all parents of chil-
drenenrollead in. her group. We hope you will be able to
attend and learr &bout the program your youngster Will be
participating in this year.

Nursery School operates on the regular university
calendar, and the children will not attend during regUlarly
scheduled holidays, Vacations, and examination weeks.

Please return your forms as soon as possible. We
look forward to our association with you during the coming

, -year.

Note:

Sincer'ely,

Director, Child Development 1 -02
Laboratories

Those families. participating in the Family_ Laboratory
-011---rec-e-tv-ef-urthriation, in September..
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Appendix D.

Family Laboratory Orientation Letter

.
September 9, 1971

O

Dear Mr. and Mrs. and family,

Welcome to the Family group of the Child Development
Laboratories. It ip hoped that participation will be 'both
enjoyable and rewarding for you and your family.

T.he.group will officially begin Monday, September 20.
However, scheduling, plans and ideas should le discussed
by all f us as a group. To this end, there
meeting' on Thursday, September"23, at 8:00 p.m.,in the
East Nursery School. Because this is a family growp we
stronglyDurge both ,parents to attend this session; .

To facilitate this planning, we need some' additiollen.
Information. Pleas/6 list names, sex and- birth dates Wall
`your children on the enclosed form and return it to CDIL
Building, Purdue Urtiversity.

We,are looking forward to seeing you and sharing
ideas on September 23, at 8:00 p.m.

Enclosure

103

Sincerely,
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Appendix E

Participation Suggestions from Parents

...Handy'vnan, arts and crafts, group interaction

...Would like to lead a session with the child using a
tape recorder. Also could help fix some .of the toys,

...Outdoor activity=group interaction

...Basic embroidery on burlap; sewing on 'seall machine;,
baking; cooking; reading stories; other crafts.

°:OUtdoor activities, carpentry, group-singing, photo-
graphy.

...Like music, singing, can play piano with one hand.
-lave 'aug.ht 3 year olds in Sun. School and enioy that
-age.child'. Like outdbor large muscle activity.

...Wouldblsike to go along on field trips.

...Like music, reading stories, will ftelwoplan field
trips, will. help. where needed.

...Anything that you need done.

00P

...Photography, ? open to many ideas.

...Field trip driver, we have access to various film-
striRs. .

...Documentary movies of class.

...Builder-field trips. Background--aviation, electronics.

...Read - Bake - Be with the infants.

...Videotaping - putting together - interacting.

...FieJd 19-1kY-11aime interac-ti-n-g,

...Still photography, water colors, hammering. Can't
play piano.

104
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...Mr. Fix-it

...Storytelling, general activities

to try wnatever-n4eeds- no, special talent.

...Bake; be with infanis.

rY

.A C
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Newsletter No. 1 - iNarch, 1972

FAMILI LAB NEWS.
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PUROULNURSLRY SCHOOL
Vol. 1; No. 1

West Lafayette, Indiana

HEW ,FACES 1W
sJE Y--; c.lro L

T li

We feel fcrtunate to
have two new graduate teach-
ing assistants this semester.
Marotta Buflort joins us with
a B.A.. in psychology and soc-
iology fromthe University of
Kansal. She !-Is working on C.
M.A. im,eogni.tlve Ovelopment.
Her interests are in Panquane,
bilingualism in children and
early childhood education. She
is planning to investigate
search possibilities in France
this coining summer.
Mike McDaniel is 'from La

Porte,. Indiana. lie received
his B,S, from Purdue Univpr-
slty in"psychology in 1971.
He worked In the 'child develop-
ment labs' (,or two semesters
while an undergraduate. He
is now working on a phasters
degree in human dpvelopmPnt.
His main area of Interest is
personality and social develop,

March, 1972

OJRTH
N 0 11 N

January 12, 1972--A son
..was born to PhilFp and
Monica Braman. Monica was,

student teacher in our
group last semester. They

. have namedfhim Christopher
.,Arthur, he was 20 inches
Inng andsweighed in.at 7
lbs. 4 oz. He now holds the
distinction.nf..heing the new-
est and youngest member of
Miss Hiehlls- Ohfant group.

tThere are two s,,,n-week
and two fifteen -week student
teachers to the Family Lab
at this time. Sue Gutterman
is-a senior in CDFL and will
be graduating,. In 41pne. Her.
home Is in MunsteP, Indiana,
where her parents and hrother
live. She has no definite
plans for .next fall; however,
this summer she will he trav-
eling through Europe and

TsIO 7frttcp),Isrecderi'n'idevIrl74'allent Ist,=Stewart Is also,-,1
of creativity andintelligence, seven-week student who will

Returning to us from Last- be grAduated In Jyne, She
semester, and mnst welcomed we has a double inaltr jn
might add, is Linda Church. welfare. and cuL. Her Acme
She was graduated In 1966 from Is Delhi, flew York. Plans
the University of Connecticut. for the future are indefinite,
with a B.S. in nursing. For HPverly Kraft Is with us
four years she worked as a on Monday throughout the se-
pediatric nurse on a preschool master. She is an elementary
-ward at Yale-New Haven Hospital education major from Portage,
In New Haven, Connecticut. She Indiana. Last semester she
will complete a masters in child student taught in the third
development in June. Her plans -grade in Gwiffith, -Indiana.
for the immediate kiture are June promises to be a big
,indefinite--deperidiA an the month for Bee with graduation
Lafayette job market. She and and wedding bells. She hopes
her husband Chris will be mov- to teach In this area,
ing to England in the next few Joan Moser is en elementary

0 years. education major from Crawfords

106

M'ARCH 21 DATE iET
---CWENTIVEsToRRRENTs

The student teacherS in 4 ,

the FamllyLab would like to
Invite Chi parents to attend'

. a' session on creativps. There
will be four centers where the
parents can participate. There
will also be recipes and in-
structions available'. ,Mark the
date now--March 21 from 7:30 to
9:00 p.m. in the East Nursery
School

, 0

)
- - .

We have had two recipe re -"
nests, from our potluck dinner
5st fall, Would the ladies
who brought the pumpkin dessert
and he Meflean type casserole
in a deep dish he willing to
share these recipes for the
next newsletter?

vilie. She has a second ma-
jor in nursery-kindergarten.
Next fall will be her last se--
mester, She will stncent
teach in Crawfo) i.ville at that
time. Joan plan: to teach in-'
the public schools and eventu-
ally develop her own nursery
school. Her husband is a reala-
tor and they .have three V.ns.

, Keven, Msrk .endEric:
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L I 11 R A R ,Y T H E I. F

NW AvA.I aurr TO-TAITENTS"

Jerry andOamona Unmans-- Starting this week there
son, Jerry.? t will he a lending library

shOlY available for family
Sam and Ni (icy Johnston - -' LAI) parunts. It will con-

daughter, 4e di, pin hooks,'pamphlets, mago-
i

floes, and 'articles on. a

twiny, Mathew ond Jcsephine.
Anthony and Lewis.- variety of Loplcs. There

will he a sign nut sheet on,twiny,
.. . or near. the shelf. .Please

. Willy and,!Ayre Woods- A tabs only one item at a tipc,
for a maxigum of one week.

HAPPY'qTADING

daughter, St4Y.

400R16S;
%

Or X MA. Di'. k SLhogerC
1214,K1ng Str et
CharloLlesvIl e, .

Virginia 1.2'0?

1

FIFLUT,W/, LgfoNel
NUficLAY-S1.5100L-UAIWICHLUM

aavtd, Julia, ,Intl. Jeffrey
, Mrs! M,, and ',0n0 Stewart

were (guests of Mrs. Poets A
grouproup on a downtown,

The trip was made n,c11.)
transportation much to the
-delight of other pa\ssnfjers.
The bus let us off pn the
guareiand we walkr to the
Bank 111WIding. sir ode the
elevator to the' 9th floor
where, we visited the,ofilots
of Stl,art Meade and Nick
Uce,ts', fathers.

O'n februvry 22 the \raMily
Lab or4op wont to Purjue
Vairy farm 1.1 connection with
a unit on dairy foods: We
saw he outdoor pens, .ows
being milkel and the c Ives.
We learned that milk is meas-
ured by the no-Lind. The milk
from the cows 'we saw go s to
Indianapolis to the Nor en-Co.

'Heather ditrnt like the SmeIL
Jeff S. liked it fine. We'

think he would make a goLfel

farmer. Jeff La liked the bus.

-
VOLUN 1 FIR

On Tuesdays,:hjS senestur
we haVe a f 4<eigo student. In

our midst
us from
lug
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KIDS K_ORNER
AT NUR%ETtYSCHOOL I LIKE;

Julie like's painting with her
feet,

()avid likes to put-his feet
In the water

Heather says it-Was cold'when
she washed her feet.

' Jeffror S.'llkes racing cars,

Tove Lie comes to Sarah says the water is cold.
rwdy. She is spend-
n our group to gain

the hours of-erperlente nec-
essary for kindereartqn certi-
fication in her home country.

CF,!
TNrci

Heidi likes to paint..

Susie likes to put 'her feet
in the water,

Amy likes to wash dishes:.

Jana likes to paint with her
feet.

.

-Howard doesn't-know whit he.
likes to do.

Debbie Schecres likes to ploy
with the guinea pigs. (Oid
you know that Baby Lucy and
Leroy became the proud parents
AP two males and one female
/last month?)

---
Laura Scheeres likes to do art.

HELP WANTED: Sonfeond to
,

i Dan Scheeres likes to play in
the, sand

organiut an end of the, yiar
e") C:cookout for the Family rtab. q "The

greatest educetiohal dogma'sometime in May.
is also its greatest fallacy; the
belief that what must be learned
can necessary be taught.

Sydney J. Harris

0 7

11

111

ftr,
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Appendi; G

Newsletter-No. ,2 - April, 19721.

F A M I Y L A B NEWS

vol. l; No. 2
7,1.

PURDUE NURSERY SCHOOL

West Lafayette, Indiana April, 1972

PUMPKIETPIE DESSERT SQUARES

1 pkg, yellow cake mix
1/2't, butter or margarine,
melted

1 egg

FILLING:
3 cups pumpkin pie mix

(1 14.14 oz can)
2 eg)s
2/3 c:

TOPPING:
1 c. reserved cake mix
1/4 c. sugar
1 t. cinnamon
1/4.c. butter or margarine

Grease oliottem only. of 13 x
9 inch past, reserve 1 cup
cake mix. for lopping. .Com-
bine retaining like mix. but-
'te'r 6 Press into pan..
Prepare Filling by combining
all ingredients until smooth.
Pour over trust. For Tepping,
combine all ingredients.
Sprinkle over Filling. Bake
at 350" for 45 to 50 Tin, *

until knife inserted near
center comes out clean. If
desired, serve with shipped
topping. May be erveJ warm'
Our thanks to Florence

Weingram for' sharing'her
recipe with us.

LENDING LIBRARY

New additions are ...on-
stantly being made to the
Parent Lending Library which'
is located lust outside the

t entrance to Ntirsery School
East, Be sure to stop and
browse awhile,

a

slunENT TEAcRs
.AND T

u
APTfCIPANIS-ENRICH

NURS.URYS'Cli061TROPAff

Our two seven-week stu-
dent teachers, Jane Stewart-
and Sue Gutterman, 'are now,.
participating in the kinder-?_,
gar Ain portion of their stu-
dent teaching program. Bev
Kraft and Joan Moser have
been joined by Pat. Kahl, a
senior from Munster, Indiana
Pat is majoring in elemen,
tary education with a second
major in. child development.
51te will be with us for fotr
week's.

Pat chose.teaching as a
profession While she was
still In high school. Her
experiences with slow learn-
ers and summervecrcational
programs were s"o enTnyable
that sho decided teaching.)
was the career for her.
She coMpletedher elemen-
tary student teaching last
sentester in the Elkat
school system where she
taught second grade in the
lionger School.

The introductory course
in child development (CDFL
210) gives 'enrolled stt-
dents the option of partici-
pation experience with yolong
children, The FamiU Lab has
three people from this course
this semester. Mike Harrell
and Lisa Heller are in our
group on Tuesday from 2 to 3

o'clock and Cheryl Hoy on
Wedaesday during the same
hour.

_GUIDANCE Atia. D1,SCIPLINL
ULSG(1,IO,`T-'DETE SET.

An open discussion of ef-
feCtive guidance and disci-
pline techniques for parents
and teachers of preschool
children will be held in the
Ease Nursery School on Wed-
nesday, May 3 from 8:00 to
9:30. p.m. Refreshmemts will
be seved (as an adder' in-
cent,ve for a good attend.

'ancell)

SPECI VISITORS
-WV iZ RTP-S

Match may have come in like
a lion but Spring came to our
nursery school with a visit
from Mrs. Flannigan and her
friend Lambikin. The next day,
March 21, a Purdue bus took us
to the Barany Fartapto visit
Mrs. F. and Lambikin along with
the other lambs, sheep.and pony
that live there. We watched
Mrs. Flannigan .feed the pony an
apple which'he)consumed in one

' bite. Andy Stfiausbaugh kept
repeating in amazement, "All
Gonell All Gonell" Tq that we
have to .answer, You just can't
believe he ate the WHOLE thingl"

HELP WANTED: Someone to assist
Marge Lewis plan our end of the.,
pier cookout for the latter
port of May,

ASK ANY MOTHER

.What's one of life's crueler
Generational gaps?
The too-young-for schooler
Who's too - old -for naps.

--Betty billipp
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Vol. 1; No, 3

E,K of Tg. NGqc; cpjLo

PURDUE NURSERY SCHOOL,
West Lafayette, Indiana

The week of May 14-20
has been proclaimed by'the
National Association for the
Education of Young Children
as the "Week of the Young
Child." Mayor_ ,Olenhartanti. _

Ilajor-Atehle hive issued
proclamations announcing rec
ognition of the week in West
Lafayette and Lafayette.
Locally, a variety of events
will be taking place.

MON. MAY IS ...

'Children from the A.M. Fast
Child Development Laboratory
at PURDUE will be filmed for
showing on WLFI-6 and 10:00
news.

TUES, MAY 16
Mrs. Kerckhoff will be

interviewed this afternoon
for later replay on vIASK.
Children in P.M. West and

a few guests from P.M. Cast
Family Lab will visit the
offices of. Dean Ogle and Dean
Salen, School of Humanities,-
Social Science and Education.

,A 4:30 p.m. Fin Kerckhoff
and Dam Wilms will be guests
on THE JAMEY SPEICHER SHOW,
WLFI-id. T:pic: 'Parenthood
in our country today,

FRI. MAY 19 ...
Children from A.M. East will

shard a sack lunch with Presi-
dent Hansen on the mansion
lawn.

SAT. MAY 20 ...
Children's Festival at

Columbian Part, 10 a,m. to
3 p.m.
CHECK YOUR NEWSPAPER -FOR
NOTICEt OF OTHER EVENTS!

May, 1972

LAB
FAO Of THIY1AR PICNIC

TUESDAY. MAY-23

The Family Lab will close
out the year with a picnic
at 6:00 p.m. Tuesday, May
23', on the Nursery School
Last Playground (if it
rainswe'll go inside)'.
We are asking each family
to bring their own meat
course (grills will be
available.), your own table
service, and one dish to be
shared potluck. Ice cream,
coffee, and milk will be pro-
vided,
We may need a couple of

extra grills. Please let
Marge Lewis or Loretta Hat-
field know if you have one
to offer. a

Ron Strausbaugh will show
the films he took of the
Family Lab earlier in the
year.

Hopefully, the volleyball
net will be up for those
physically fit individual's
whq care to-indulge!

FIELDTRIPS

We took advantage of the in-
cr.easing number of nice days
in late April and the month
of May to take an interesting
variety of fieldtrips.

April 24 ... Moon Walk to
Purdue Horticulture Park. We
even gathered some rock sam-
ples to bring back,to,Earth.
April 26 Nature walk in

Happy Hollow Park. We sat on
flat rocks and listened for
birds.% Julia insisted that
we were not in Happy Hollow- -
no airplane and no toys!
May 3 ... Purdue Poultry

Farm and did we learn a lot
about chickens! We came back
to<hursery school and fixed
our own scrambled, eggs. Thdse
finger paintings that came home
were made with colored beaten
eggs, catsup, mustard, mayo &
peanut butterl

WELCOME ABOARD

The two newest members of
Isabelle's infant section of
the lab are:,

Billy Budde, sone of
Ginny Budde

and
Derek Ports, son of Ken &
Dottie Ports.

0

FAMILY LAB PICNIC

Sorry, we cannot attend. Yes, we will come.

Number of adults attending. I will

Number of children attending,

---We (will.)(will not) want to
use the grills.

Signed

I

PLEASE CLIP AND RETURN BY WED.

proVide.

or
salad)
other) specify

MAY 17111
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Appendix I

Mid-Year Questionnaire Cover Letter and Questionnaire

o

The Family Group has been functioning for ollefull

semester. This is the first time such a group has been

tried at Purdue. It is time to evaluate what has been

done and plan for the future..

Please help us by filling out and returning the en-
-

closed questionnaire. We are asking your careful thought

and honest opinions; they will influence future planning.

No names are eedepi on the questionnaire.

110

. Signatures:.
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Please comment briefly on each topic

Grou

1. What are your reactions to the age range?

2: Did you find the group size agreeable or disagreeable?
Why?

. How do you view the inclusion of-older children (Good
or bad; more or less)? Suggestions.

'4. Is the 2.:00 to 4:15 hour good or bad for you, or
your child? Recommendations:

Parent Participation

1. What is your reaction to the amount of parent involve-
ment?

A

Was the experience p:rofitable (for you, for your child,
for the group)?

3. Should the parent .4aarticipation be required?
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Appendix J

Family Lab Questionnaire

Please underline the term which best describes your feel
ings or reaction.

1. Being involved as a family.in the program ...

Highly favorable Favorable Neutral Unfavorable

2. The inclusion of elementary age and older children SOO

Highly favorable Favorable :Neutral Unfavorable

T e babies 4044 n g__.pe r man ent_Ly to the Infant Lab

Highly favorable Favorable Neutral Unfavorable

4. Toddler Tuesday ,.

Highly favorable Favorable Neutral Unfavorable

5. parent lending library

Highly favorable Favorable Neutral Unfavorable
4 ,

6. General curriculum ...

Highly favorable Favorable Neutrdl ,Unfavorable

7. Field trips ...

Highly favorable Favorable Neutral Chfayarable

8. Newsletters ....,

Highly favorable Favorable Neutral Unfavorable

9. Creative'night for parents

Highly favorable. Favorable Neutral Unfavorable
Did not attend

10. Guidance and discipline discussion . .

Highly, favorable Favorable Nedtral Unfavorabld
Did not attend

112
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11. Fall pot luck ...

Highly,favorable Favorable Neutral Unfavorable
Did not 'attend

12. End of year cook out ...

Highly favorable Favorable Neutral
Did not attend

Unfavorable

13. Please comment on hol4 you*feer all family members
could have been more beneficially involved.

4A.- Any -other oamaehts, p_ro_o_ri._ari the above or
other related topics.

O

113



Appendix K

Interest Survey for Parent Meetings

104

.I am particularly interested in your comments about parent
meetings because this Semester I will be having two or
three discussion, groups for the Family Lab parents as part
of the requirements for a graduate course

Meetings

1. Do you prefer mornings, afternoons

Please circle time

or evenings?

Thursday 10:00 - 11:30a,m. (1)

Thursday

Thursday 2:00 - 3:30 p.m. (4)

Evenings 7:00 8:30 p.m. (3)

7:30 - 9:00 p.m. (3)

8:00 - 9:30 p.m. (5)

2. Would on the premice sitter service' be advantageous
for afternoon meetings?

Yes (9) . No ()

3. What were your reactions to the pot luck?

4. What topics would you be interested in discussing?-

Interest Level

High Med Low

2 6 2 Sex education
9 4 0 Guidance ansd discipline
7 4 T Creative activities
3 4 4 'Working mothers
1 .5 4 Racial awareness

Other suggestions:
1. Relations between family members-=-

sibling rivalry, motherrson,
father-daughter.

2. Early learning, xeinforcegent tech-
114 niques, followjpg directions.
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VITA

b.

9

Loretta M. Hatfield'

Born: Taylorville, Illinois, Janukry 22, 1937

107

Married: October 7, 1956
Hustand--William; Children--Brigett (June 25, 1957)

.Bret (June 16, 1959)

Educational Data:

1951-1955 Taylorville High School, Diploma
Taylorville, Illinois

1955-1956 Eastern Illinois State College
(Ea-stern --I 1 1 i n-ois_Univers ty)

1956-1957

1,957-195R

1966-1969

Southern Illinois University .,

Northern Illindis University

Purdue University, B".S. Degree (with Distinction)
West Lafayette, Indiana

Major: Early Childhood Education
Minor: -Art Education

1969=1-970 University of Strasbourg, France, (audited
French course)

1971-1972 Purdue.UnivesitY-(Courses toward M.S.)

1972=1973 University of Strasbourg,-France (Audited
French course)

0

Strasbourg, France, Nisjtation of various
private preschool settfngs. .

1974:1975 Purdue University, K.S. Degree.
West Lafayette, Indiana

Recognitions:

Omicron' Nu - Professional. Home Economics Honorary
Kappa Delta Pi - Educational Honorary

117
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Teaching and Administrative Experiences:

Child Development.. Laboratories, Department of Child g,

Development and Family Life, Purdue University

1974-1975 Graduate Instructor (including extensive.
197121972 supervision of student teachers)

1970-1971 Departmental Advisor for Nimitz Drive
Nursery School °

1970-1971 Instructor 1

1968-1969

Buckeye Village Nursery School, Columbus, Ohio

1964-1966 Head Teacher

1963-1964 Assistant Teacher

Professional Organizations:

NAEYC - Natidnal Association for the Education of
Young ,Children

LAEYC - Indiana, Association for the Education of
Young Children

ACE Association for Childhood Education'

NCFR - National Council on Family Relations
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